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Hazing procedures questioned by black and white greeks
fort, pain, fright, i
which is personally i
policy is being reviewedand cC
Accusations that a double standard according to Apollonia.
"It was very general. There was
on hazing exists between black and
white greek systems are common, but difficulty in the subjective interpretation
of the policy, Apollonia said.
incorrect, according to Terry Apollo"The hazing policy receives the ennia, assistant director of greek life.
"Hazing is hazing, no matter who dorsement from everv national fradoes it," he said. '"We in this office do ternity and sorority located on this
not treat black fraternities any differ- campus."
ently from white fraternities"'
THE BLACK greek system has
Hazing was never intended to be a
part of greek life and began many employed traditions often regarded
years after the establishment of fra- as hazing, according to Troy Brown,
ternities and sororities on college junior construction technology major.
"Black fraternities are more out in
campuses, according to Apollonia.
The University hazing policy, effec- the open in what they do," he said.
tive since spring quarter 1962, defines "Black fraternities would have their
hazing as any mental or physical Hell Weeks here, while white fraternirequirement, request or obliga- ties would have theirs in Chicago, or
tion .. .which could cause discom- something. They'd take their pledges
by June Reraley
staff reporter

WEDNESDAY

THE

away from school."
Some people, misunderstanding the
black greek system, respond negatively to certain traditions, according
to Brown. Historically, pledges in the
black greek system had to earn membership.
"Now they're saying (through the
hazing policy), 'We don't mind you
doing your hazing, but we want you to
come to us to learn how to haze,' "
Brown said.
Hazing is common in the white and
black greek systems alike, according
to Brown. "I Know tons of people on
both sides of the fence. One guy in a
white fraternity was up for four days
straight. They took him to Chicago."
The hazing policy can be applied
outside the greek system, according
to Brown. The calisthenics performed
by ROTC members could be consid-

ered hazing, and the hockey team has
led its freshman members uptown,
faces covered by hockey masks and
connected by dog chains, Brown said.
"BUT AS soon as you put some
greek letters on, oh boy, watch out,"
he said.
The too-rigorous hazing policy deprives black greeks of their individuality, according to Brown.
"If you don't line up with what the
majority or power wants, they'll take
the necessary means to make you
conform. They're just saying 'fine
B>,' but the cultures are different,"
rown said. "You could look at this
(the hazing policy) very critically.
What's the difference between wearing a little pledge pin and wearing a
big block of wood on you?"
Carrying large wooden shields,

THESE PRACTICES are still not
considered hazing by black fraternities, although their national offices
have abolished these traditions in
accordance with the local hazing policy, according to Williamson.
The Panhellenic Council tries to
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Plans were to use the satellite's
nocxles and the fuel it carries for
small course corrections, to propel
the satellite into its proper 22,300mile-high orbit.
The makers of the satellite and the
rocket were meeting with NASA engineers to decide when and how to do
that. The decision could take days.
A lot was riding on overcoming the
problems with the 2^-ton, $100 million Tracking and Data Relay Satellite, which is needed urgently both for
defense purposes and future missions
of the shuttle. Without TORS, a spacelab flight in September is practically
an impossibility.
CHALLENGER commander Paul
Weitz and his crewmen, pilot Karol

NEWS IN BRIEF

NTSB report
confirms plane
crash causes
The factual report of the May 1,
1962, Frazee Apartment plane
crash has determined aircraft
overload to be the cause of the
accident which killed the pilot and
his three passengers.
According to the 103-page report
compiled by the National Transportation Safety Board, the computed weight and center of gravity
at takeoff was estimated to be
2,348.7 pounds. This figure is 196.7
pounds above the maximum certified gross takeoff weight of 2,150
for a Piper aircraft model PASSIM.

Weather
Rainy today with

a high in the
Xr 40s. Continued rain tonight
temperatures in the mid-30s.
t■*w.;.w.w.W!.;.;.;.;i^

"There are stomp-downs, which are
basically entertainment. Most pledge
classes do shows, a combination of
dance steps and drama," Williamson
said. "On black campuses, these are
celebrated as big things. I don't feel
we should have to forfeit these things.
There's nothing wrong with cultural
diversity."
Williamson said he agrees with
most of the hazing policy. However,
there should be room for variety
among pledge programs.
"All white fraternities are not alike,
see HAZING, page 4

APRIL

Bobko and mission specialists Story
Musgrave and Donald Peterson, who
had ejected the satellite from their
cargo bay late Monday, were asleep
when the trouble began. They were in
the second day of the ship's five-day
inaugural flight.
"The Challenger is operating near
flawlessly," flight director Randy
Stone said at a morning briefing.
"The crew is feeling fine."
There was no indication that the
astronauts suffered from the space
sickness that plagued others on the
five flights of the first shuttle, Columbia.
Musgrave was eager to gat on with
the day's work. "We re going to come
out of the chute running hard," he
said.
Weitz and Bobko fired Challenger's
engines twice to begin a series off our
course-changing maneuvers to meet a
phantom target in space. The exercise was a rehearsal for later flights
when astronauts will chase down satellites to service or repair them.
The astronauts' next big day is
Thursday when Musgrave and Peterson climb into space suits and walk
out into the airless void of the open
cargo bay. The two mission specialists will spend tomorrow checking out
the suits which malfunctioned before
a scheduled space walk on the last
shuttle flight.
WHAT HAD been a perfect satellite
deployment Just before midnight
turned sour 5V4 hours later when a
firing of an attached booster rocket
ended 20 or 30 seconds early. The
satellite, instead of hovering over one
spot along the equator, 22,300 miles
ffigh, tumbled into a 14,000-to-22,000mue egg-shaped path.
At that orbit, it could perform its
intended functions some of the time,
but not all of them always.
Space agency officials planned
some time during the next few days to
see SHUTTLE, page 4.
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Suspected Soviet spies
expelled from France

Space shuttle Challenger
launches successfully but
leaves satellite to wobble
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) The world's biggest and costliest communications satellite, launched with
fanfare from the space shuttle Challenger, traveled a misshapen orbit
yesterday as experts on the ground
tried to improvise ways to salvage it.
They voiced hope for success.
The new shuttle, meanwhile, was
coasting like a seasoned traveler
around the Earth. Its astronauts, quietly busy with metals processing and
other scientific experiments, wondered if they had anything to do with
the satellite s problems.
"We don't really have a story for
you," Mission Control said. "We'll
ably be talking a lot about that

promote greater understanding between the black and white greek systems, according to Williamson.
Individuals are encouraged to learn
about traditions in the black greek
system.

T
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bricks, or wearing uniforms would not
be considered hazing on predominantly black campuses, according to
James Williamson, unit director of
Phi Beta Sigma.
"It's considered offensive here.
Most black greeks said it's offensive
to whites. They (blacks) say 'how is
carrying a shield offensive, when it
carries the emblem of the fraternity?'
" Williamson said. "We never had
any problem with dressing alike.
Maybe it was conspicuous to others
who couldn't deal with it."

PARIS (AP) - France's leftist government expelled about 50 Soviets on
charges of espionage yesterday in the
biggest spy sweep in the nation's
history.
The Soviet Embassy called the expulsions an unjustified political act by
the government of President Francois
Mitterrand and said France would
have to bear all the negative consequences.
The Interior Ministry would not
state the exact number of Soviets who
hastily left the country on a special
plane sent from Moscow.
But French news reports said 47
Soviet officials were involved, including the third-ranking official at the
Soviet Embassy. They said 40 deportees were diplomats, two were journalists and five were officials with
Soviet commercial institutions in Paris.
The Interior Ministry said the Soviets were deported because of "systematic" espionage activites
"particularly m the military domain."
The French purge put a serious
strain on Franco-Soviet relations,
which have been steadily deteriorating since the victory two years ago of
Mitterrand's Socialist government.
IN JANUARY, the U.S. State Department said "based on publicly

available information, 49 Soviet officials were expelled worldwide in 1982,
up from 27 in 1961."
Last Thursday, Britain expelled
three alleged Soviet spies. It was the
most deported from Britain at a sin51e time since September 1971 when
D5 Soviets were expelled on spying
charges.
In recent weeks. Western European
Crnments have expelled more
a dozen Soviet diplomatic personnel and journalists for espionage
activities.
France, the only major Western
European government with Communist ministers, has four Communist
Cabinet members.
The Interior Ministry said the
French counter-espionage service
had "produced evidence of a systematic search .. .by many agents of the
secret services of the USSR, for scientific, technical and technological information, particularly in the
military domain."
The ministry communique added,
"the multiplicity and the gravity of
the actions conducted for the benefit
of this foreign power by agents most
often benefiting from the statute of
diplomatic officials, justified the departure of the people concerned."
THE INTERIOR Ministry was not
specific on the alleged spying activities.

Socialist mayor hypes workers

photo by/Phil Maaturzo
Pat Franz, one of the 400 nurses who went on strike March 23 at
Akron General Medical Center, protects herself from morning
rain last Saturday. Yesterday, a hospital spokesperson said she was
not aware any scheduled negotiations to end the strike. More rain is
expected tomorrow.

BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) - Bernard
Sanders, Burlington's Socialist
mayor, began his second term by
calling for common people to challenge the rich and powerful by taking
part in government.
"The time is now that working
people, poor people and all people of
independent mind and spirit must
stand up, make their demands clear
and learn how to fight for what they
are entitled to," Sanders told the 200
people gathered at his inaugural Monday.
His victory two years ago was con-

sidered a fluke by some but he proved
them wrong this year by winning 52
percent of the vote in a three-way
race.
If the working people and poor do
not "stand up and fight" for a better
ouality of life, he said, "the future of
this country is bleak."
Sanders also criticized the U.S. and
Soviet governments for perpetuating
the nuclear arms race. On the local
front, he reiterated support for a
property tax reduction and a J500.000
street repair program.

Legislation alarms coal industry

Acid rain bill may cost mineworkers jobs
COLUMBUS (AP) - Legislation
pending in Congress to combat add
rain could cost the nation's coal industry 80,000 jobs, United Mineworkers of
America President Richard Trumka
said yesterday.
"It could be one of the most devastating things that could happen to
the industry if it is passed," Trumka
said. "There would not only be 45,000
miners who would not go back to
work, but additional thousands would
be hud off."
Trumka referred to a bill offered by
Sen. George Mitchell, D-Maine. that

would regulate the percentage of reduction of sulfur dioxide emissions
from existing coal-fired electric
power plants across the nation.
Trumka said seven states would be
required to achieve 68 percent of the
total reduction, while 14 states would
be responsible for more than 92 percent of the emission cutbacks. The
remaining 8 percent would be divided
among 17 states.
Trumka said Ohio, Indiana, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee and Wisconsin would be required to reduce
emissions by more than 70 percent.

He said some other states, such as
Maine, New Jersey, Delaware, North
Carolina, Virginia, Minnesota and
Arkansas, would have to cut stack
emissions by a range of from 3 percent to 32.8 percent.
CONNECTICUT, Rhode Island,
Louisiana and the District of Columbia would have no reduction requirements, Trumka said.
Trumka's remarks came at a twoday UMWA conference on jobs and
add rain. About 400 miners and union
officials from most coal-producing
states attended.

Rep. Nick Rahall H, D-W.Va., said
the United States must not be frightened by people who use the acid rain
issue to achieve political ends. He has
a bill in Congress he said calls for an
accelerated study on add rain with
emphasis on its impact on employment and economic growth.
"There is no reason at the present
time to put more coal miners out of
work, because someone wants to
make political hay out of the add rain
issue," Rahall said.
Trumka said his union is cooperating with business and industry on the

problem, even though "we don't know
the cause and we don't want a kneei'erk reaction" such as the Mitchell
till.
"There is no evidence that acid rain
has any adverse effect on health," he
said. "If it comes down to that, then
the UMWA will read accordingly."
Trumka said technology exists to
remove sulfur dioxide from coal.
"We have asked for increased development funds in coal research, and
we are pushing for better research
and development techniques," he
said.

Journalist predicts possible new conflict with SE Asia
by June Remley
staff reporter
The United States may become
involved in another Southeast Asian
confuct, with 1,500 Americans still
missing in action since the Vietnam
War, according to Daniel Bursteln,
journalist and lecturer.
Bursteln, who visited campus to
participate in International Week, has
investigated rumored live sightings of
Americans missing in action on his
moat recent assignment, a threemonth trip through Cambodia and

Vietnam.
Of the 2,500 Americans reported
missing, as many as 1,200 were reportedly seen alive after being captured by the Vietnamese, Bursteln
said last night. Some Americans are
held againsttheir will, he said, while
others ha ve defected.
The federal government has reclassified many of the 2.500 missing in
action as presumed dead, according
to Bursteln. Many people feel the
SDvernment has made too little effort
) locate missing Americans.
One private, who had defected,

claimed to have evidence of 1,500
Americans still alive in Southeast
Asia. The government ignored bis
offer to disclose the evidence if
charges against him were dropped.
PEOPLE BELIEVED mimring or
dead appear In prison camp films, or
their names appear on propaganda
lists, according to Burstein. He described Jean MacDonald, who received letters and photographs from
around the world, assuring her that
her son was alive.
"That's the typical story among

MIAs (missing in action)," Burstein
said. Some Americans have reportedly defected and settled in Southeast
Asia, according to Burstein. Others
may have assumed new identities and
become involved In narcotics. Still
others, numbering 25 to 50, may be
held against their will, Burstein estimated.
Government officials are aware
that some Americans have defected,
according to Burstein, "but nobody
wants to be the one to announce that
these guys who everybody thought
were heroes were defectors."

The Vietnamese government does
not return bodies or prisoners, because they anticipate another conflict
with the United States, intending to
use these individuals to their advantage, Burstein said.
with another war in Indochina, this
is possible, Burstein added. Vietnam
receives S3 million to $6 million in aid
from the Soviet Union.
"What we see unfolding is a Vietnamese and Soviet ambition to projed their influence over Southeast
Asia," Burstein said. "This is of deep
concern to America's friends in Asia.

Daniel Bursteln
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Reaganites taking undue credit
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The Reagan administration is euphoric now with talk of economic
recovery. Even the gloomiest of the
e forecasters. Martin Feldstein, has

issue 106
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Bible group tricked
audience into coming
It is said that there are only two certainties in this
world: death and taxes. To those, perhaps the University would like to add one more - the coming of "Brother
Jed" each spring to this campus, to preach the gospel
for whomever wants to gather in the Union Oval.
When Jed comes to campus, students have the choice
to listen or keep walking. Jed may offend, but he is
honest about why he comes here. He uses no tricks to get
students to listen.
Unfortunately, this cannot be said for the BGSU Bible
Club, the campus group who, March 19 and 21, felt it
necessary to present a program called "Rock Music
Closeup." The program, which included music by the
Beatles, AC/DC and Led Zeppelin, was advertised by
posters proclaiming the bands' names, and urging rock
fans to attend. Once inside, fans sat and listened to their
favorite bands for a few minutes, and then the tables
were turned. The BGSU Bible Club proceeded to lecture
on the sinfulness of some rock music and the ploy of
"backmasking," or taping subliminal messages backwards on rock albums. Aside from the fact that the
Bible Club has every right to speak its mind about rock
and roll, its tactics are less than respectable.
Had the Bible Club advertised the program for what it
was, it may not have reached the audience it was
aiming for. However, we feel certain it would have
attracted an audience, and with good faith. The tactics
used by the Bible Club are illegal in the marketplace they are called deceptive advertising. And the fact that
there was no admission charge does not make the Bible
Club's use of these tactics any more moral.

COMMENTARY
by Gary Wills
now revised his estimate upward. He
says that this year's gross naUonal
product will grow by almost 5 percent. It should be remembered, amid
the rejoicing, that 6 percent to 7
percent has Men the normal growth
rate after former recessions. Yet you
would think, to hear the president,
that he had performed some miracle

It is a locked-in conclusion now that
Ronald Reagan will seek another
term, and the signs point to his giving
any Democrat a tough race. In the

COMMENTARY
by Max Lerner
■.■.M.W.'.M.y.i.W.i.i.UMWA'Ay^^

past few weeks he mounted an extraordinary public blitz, putting his
critics on the defensive and changing
the climate in which every president
has to function.
But Reagan has had the advantage
of a larger world conservative swing
that is bound to help him, because
Americans like to be part of the wave
of the future.
The Important gains for Socialism
have been in France, Spain and
Greece. But they are all in deep
economic trouble, and they don t
counterbalance the worldwide shift
away from an earlier conviction that
Socialism can redistribute income
and bring a more just society.
That conviction has gone with the
wind of change. All socialist regimes
today are on the defensive, along with

Every parent knows that when one
child treats another child unfairly, to
solve the problem the parent must
talk to the child creating the problem.
In fact, our justice system is based on
the same model. Analogously, here at
the University we might expect that
when a problem exists that we might
talk to the victims to find out about
the problem, but that to solve the
problem, we really need to deal with
those people creating the problem.
In the case of racism and sexism
here at BGSU, minorities and women
are the victims. They are not the
problem. White people and men create the problem. Therefore, to solve
the problem it is those white people
and men who create the problems
whom we must address. The general
quality and climate at the University
is shaped by the administration. So,
too, the University climate for minorities and women is shaped by the
administration.
As students, we are not commended
for finding out about our assignments.
Commendation is only considered
upon completion of the assignment.
Similarly, we cannot commend the
administration for reqesting the Report on the Status of Women and
Minorities; finding out about your
assignment is not enough. This report, although certainly well done, is
only a minute first step. In and of
itself, the report contributes nothing
to the elimination of racism and sexism on this campus. It is only upon the
completion of your assignment that
commendation can be considered.
So far we have seen no response to
the recommendations made in the
report. In fact, the lack of response on
the part of the administration is endemic of the very problem. Before the
report, we might stretch our imaginations and believe that the administration was simply ignorant of the

Cindy Tobias
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
316 D Student Services

Editor's note: Ten other signatures
accompanied this letter but a lack of
space precluded our printing them.

King's death Ironic,
he stood for nonviolence
Fifteen years ago, April 4,1968, an
assassin's bullet shattered the silence
of a warm Memphis evening to tragically end the life of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. From the outset, the world
noted the peculiar irony that someone
whose creed was nonviolence would
die such a violent death. His passionate and articulate eloquence for nonviolent social change is but one of the
reasons that we soil pause IS years
after his death to honor the memory
of his life.
Dr. Kings's contributions were legion, even though they had to be
crowded into 39 short years. His was a
voice listened to by an international
audience, an unusual and remarkable
accomplishment when you consider
he held no elected position or controlled no personal or family fortune.
His message of justice, freedom and
equality often fell on deaf ears in
Birmingham, Albany, Memphis, Chicago and Washington, D.C., but found
a warm reception in many of the
capitals of sovereign nations around
the world.
Biographers and historians still actively debate his role and leadership
in shaping the events of the 1950s and
1960s. Whether Dr. King was the catalyst of the Civil Rights Movement or
simply driven by the Zeitgeist of that
period is irrelevant in assessing his
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socialist economics. The weaknesses
of capitalism are real, especially in
the trade-off between inflation and
unemployment. But the Mitterrand
regime in France shows that a Socialist economy doesn't escape this weakness, and that it compounds the
problem by slowing production and
economic growth.
Of the five largest economic powers
today - the United States, Russia,
Japan, West Germany and China four have been moving to the right,
including Communist China. Even the
Soviet Union is in deeper trouble with
its economics than with its empire.
All this can't help having a world
impact. True, there is a lag before it
reaches the consciousness of the landless in El Salvador or Zimbabwe.
There will be a movement to the left
in the Third World, simply as a protest against the existing power oligarchies. And the case of Zimbabwe
shows that, once a left regime is
established, it moves inevitably toward a single party state.
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influence and value. Clearly, few
other Americans could have inspired
the moral and ethical reeximination
in a land so twisted and tortured by
issues of color and race. If he was not
the person for the times, he was such
a dominant figure that it is difficult to
conceive of that period without his
imposing presence.
In the 15 years since Dr. King's
assassination, we have observed Watergate, international terrorism, nuclear proliferation, Middle East
crises, Abscam, the defeat of the
ERA, retreat in the area of Civil
Rights, and the dismantling of the
antipoverty programs. Given his philosophy and deep concern for humanity, it seems evident that he would
have played an important role In the
discussion and resolution of these
issues. Of course, we can only speculate about where Dr. King would
stand on the great issues that have
emerged in the past one and a half
decades. There is little question, however, that we could have greatly benefitted by having his tempered wisdom
and moral reasoning as a vital part of
our national debate.
Marshall ROM, Chair
Tha Minority Caucus

Latta's past shows
pro-boss sentiments

up by the magic of Marxism as a
revolutionary doctrine, but that
magic is pretty much over, and it
cannot hold rickety regimes together
when they no longer have an economic dynamic nor a social cement.
The last issue that bouyed up the
left was the specter of nuclear missiles positioned in Europe. But the
NATO nations have somehow held
together during the propaganda
storm, and now, lo, comes an abruptly
new idea - that the earth doesn't have
to die. Five or 10 years from now,
America may share with the Russians
the knowledge of how to explode the
lethal killers in the air.
There has been a long tradition that
hard times bring a swing leftward in
every nation. Well, the times have
been hard enough, yet the swing
seems to go the otter way. In an era
that needs belt-tightening, interventions in the fragile web of our lives.
Many of the anchormen and commentators don't know this yet. It will
take some time for the real world to
burst in on the tidy false world in their
minds. God help them when they

But these are short-term perspectives. The longer one is that of the
patent bankruptcy of the left on a
world scale. It had been long propped

■■■

Whites, men the causes
of racism, sexism

first year's predictions all went by the
board. So did the second year's. Now,
well into the third year, other factors
-some of them adventitious, like the
oil glut - have ended the worst days,
ana Arthur Laffer shows up on television claiming to be vindicated. He
was wrong in all he said, and what is
going right in the current situation
owes nothing to his efforts; yet he will
take the credit for what is not his due,
just as he refused to take the blame
tor what was his due. And, along with
him. the president will pretend to be
vindicated. These two will accuse
others of trading in human misery to
make a political point. Some claim.
Some recovery. Some nerve.
Gary Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.

Reagan has edge from conservative wave

LETTERS
problem. Now we wonder If the real
problem is simply that complicity
with racism and sexism is valued
more highly by BGSU administrators
than an anti-racist and anti-sexist
stand.

course inflation will drop. It also helps
to have oil prices come down because
of extraneous factors.
Recovery means, in this case, parasitism. Businesses that have survived
begin (barely) to thrive again, because their competitors have been
broken. Some workers go back to
work in the businesses that have not
failed, leaving their brothers from the
failed ones still looking for jobs. The
current celebrators forget that none
of this was supposed to happen
according to Reaganomics. Supplyside theory promised the boom without a prior bust; it said the upturn
would be caused by tax cuts, not by
recession and unemployment -which
the tax cuts would in fact prevent.
Nothing of the sort occurred. The

by this late and sluggish upturn.
Those who continue to complain of
the unemployment rate are called
mere Democrats, who do not want the
nation to prosper, who would
trade economic misery for politic
advantage.
That is a neat reversal of the real
situation. Those willing to trade economic pain for political gain have
been the Reaganites, who now claim
that Reaganomics "worked." It did
not work. No one ever doubted that
inflation would be stopped if recession
was driven hard enough and long
enough. Drive record numbers of
businesses to bankruptcy, as the Reagan crew did, cause record farm
closures, as it did, reach record levels
of unemployment, as it did, and of

■'

Socialist and reinforced his anti-labor
stance with reactionary rhetoric.
Latta is nothing but a thug from the
McCarthyist mold.
Latta's second claim to fame is the
Gramm-Latta budget. This didn't reduce the budget, but padded the pockets of the war bosses. This didn't
balance the budget, but increased the
deficit to a record high. Latta predicted a strong economic recovery for
Ohio by summer 1982. This was proven to be political twaddle as summer
passed with the economy in the depths
of recession.
Latta opposes a freeze or reduction
in nuclear arms not because he believes they would put the U.S. at a
disadvantage, but because he believes a nuclear war to be survivable.
He supports the "zero option" which
would disarm the USSR of medium
range missiles but would leave similar missiles in NATO countries intact.
Only talks which include all nuclear
powers will have a chance for a fruitful outcome.
Mr. Latta should leave Congress
and allow someone effective to be
elected to that seat. He has proven to
be only an errand boy, first for Nixon
and now for Reagan. It would be
simple-minded to accuse me of being
partisan since I renounced my sole
party affiliation, which was Republican before Mr. Reagan's 1960 nomination.
The people of this district are salt of
the earth types from diverse backgrounds working together. They deserve a progressive representative
and vox pouli, not a reactionary ideologue who is unyielding to reason and
progress.

'
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activities for philanthropic endeavors.
The Wood County Board of Mental
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities has benefitted both directly
and indirectly from its close affiliation with the University, and with the
greek system in particular. Specifically, we have received numerous
monetary donations from greek members who "nickle-and-dime other students for charity." Such financial
support enables our program to continue to provide comprehensive services to the mentally retarded and
developmentally disabled population
of Wood County whom we are charged
to serve. In a time of dramatic cutbacks in state and federal funding,
such contributions are even more
appreciated.
In addition, the various fraternity
and sorority groups on campus have
demonstrated extensive dedication,
commitment and sincerity in helping
our staff to provide those extras that
make Wood Lane a "better place" for
our students and clients. These young
adults volunteer their time and offer
an enthusiastic attitude in organizing
a multitude of extra-curricular activities such as carnivals, music groups,
art sessions and other stimulating
functions which our population would
almost certainly otherwise be denied.
I would like to cordially invite Mr.
Wiseman to telephone my office to
arrange for a tour of our facilities at
his convenience so that he might see
the effects of the philanthropic efforts
of BGSU's fraternities and sororities
here at Wood Lane.
Once again, I would like to personally thank all of those organized,
productive and professional individuals who give so generously and unselfishly of their time and talents to help
their mentally retarded brothers and
sisters. Your continuing efforts are
most appreciated.

discover how long they have been
talking nonsense.
Max Lemer is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Time Syndicate.

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall
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The Escort Service was designed to
escort people from their homes to
classes on •campus, from campus to
their homes, or to take people across
campus at night. The service is not a
"taxi" service, but there are some
who refuse a walking escort in expectation of a driving escort. It is not
intended for those who want a ride to
a bar, it is intended for those people
who are afraid to walk alone at night.
Wednesday's editorial suggested
that COCO extend the Escort Service's hours to 2 a.m. The present
hours are from dusk until midnight.
Extending the time would be extremely hard on the volunteers. The
Escort Service workers are all volunteers. They are not paid for their
time. The drivers are only reimbursed for the gasoline they use in
their cars. For example, a chemistry
graduate assistant who escorts volunteers his time until midnight. He must
then drive home, about 15 minutes
away. He returns to campus in the
morning for 8 a.m. classes. Later
hours for people like this would be
impossible.
Due to the fact that most of the
academic buildings close at 10 p.m.
and other buildings (such as the libraries, Union, and Rec Center) close
at midnight, there is really little need
to continue the service past midnight.
Instead of asking to expand the
hours further, why not help the students of this campus by encouraging
use of the Escort Service? Many
people still don't know about the service despite the advertising done by

Ideological clap-trap is alive and
well and being spewed by Gale Shumaker. Shumaker's diatribe, appearThere is also a great need for more
ing in the BG News on March 16, in
volunteers: walkers, drivers and disdefense of the inept Congressman
patchers. With more volunteers, the
John Knox
Delbert Latta, Is little more than
Escort Service would be able to escort
OCM6 2B77
reactionary hogwash.
more people to their destination. To
I've lived in the 5th District my Mental retardation board
voluteer your service or to use1 the
entire life, and have had the opportuEscort Service, stop in at the Comnity to observe Mr. Latta's career. praises greek system
muter Center, in the basement of
Latta has shown himself to be antiThe letter submitted by Jerry WiseMosely Hall, or phone 20360.
labor by opposing health standards man to the BG News published on
Douglas W. McVay
Jamie Rugglexo
for factories, and by red-baiting March 17 has prompted the Wood
Superintendent
OCMB 4603
unions. He has voted against upgrad- County Board of Mental Retardation
Tim Datinli
ing science and math programs for and Developmental Disabilities to Escort Service better
OCMB 1236
education, and has opposed desegre- respond. We feel the fraternities and alternative to late walkers
Elian Beer*
Stion. He claims to represent the sororities on the campus of Bowling
OCMB 0336
-m community, yet parity, the mea- Green State University substantially
This is a response to the incidents
sure of farmer buying strength, promote the imagery of a "better on the evening of March 21. and the
reached a post-depression low of 57 place" due to their highly motivated editorial of March 23.
percent In August 1912, 17 months
by Bate* and Moore
after conservatives gained control of Jasper
the government, and remains below
60 percent.
MONDAY MORUlUG «AIN...DAWrJ,
AND HCRC IDE GO AGAIW !
Latta stands for tax breaks for the
UWX ClRL.TlMe TO POLL.
OB/EM PAST SIX ATWRJN,
MAYBE X COULD SET
bosses of industry. He supports a THE COCO* OF A HAWSE...
YOURSELF TOGETHERANb
strong defense, yet has never pro- AND WWXXSH IT NtoVEMWY
AjJ.0 "tO/VE 60T 8LOOCV
THE STATION ON FIRE...
cured a defense contract for busi- TuDOR TO VCR. 006, BSN
START ANOTHER (OORWN&
MARY WJ TVtt MOHNIMG !
MO,THESIR£NS UXXJU>
nesses in his district.
THOUW HER BEt> HAD
DAY...
GOOD MONDAY TD YA:!"
KEEP ME AWMCE...
What has Mr. Latta done in Con- PlEAottUMTH HERTO STAY...
gress? He voted against the impeachment of Richard Nixon. Yet, Gale
Shumaker claims that demagoguery
thrives in theMh District. Latta voted
against impeachment because he is a
demagogue. He preys upon the working people and accuses his opponents
of being subversive. After his last
election win, he called his opponent a
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State allows Ohio Pen to reopen in part to lessen crowding
COLUMBUS (AP) - State correction officials have been told they can
re-open parta of the old Ohio Penitentiary aa one way of meeting a federal
Judge's order to stop triple-celling
Inmates at the prison, a spokesman
said vesterday.
U.S. District Judge Robert Duncan
told the Department of Rehabilitation
and Corrections be would allow reopening of parts of the 149-year-old
prison as one means of complying
with his order of last week, department spokesman Jay Wuebbold said.
the Judge, in response to a request

by the American Civil Liberties
Union, ordered the state to stop putting more than two inmates in a single
cell at the prison by midnight ThursAlthough Wuebbold said reopening
of some parts of the prison wouldn't
solve all of the state s problems, he
said. "It puts us in better shape that's for sure."
Wuebbold said less than 50 inmates
will have to be transferred from existing cells to meet Duncan's order. He
said re-opened sections of the Columbus prison could house 47 inmates.

BECAUSE PART of the Columbus
prison was closed when the state
entered into a consent decree with the
court and the ACLU in 1979, its use
has not been permitted.
Prison officials said since March 24,
at least 25 cells have been pressed into
use to house more than two inmates.
The ACLU argued that such a condition posed an immediate threat of
irreparable harm to inmates at the
downtown prison, now called the Columbus Correctional Facility.
Wuebbold said a new law that gives

the governor authority to issue emergency paroles to some offenders as a
means of easing prison overcrowding
hadn't been seriously considered.
"Because it is a law on the books, it
sort of is there hanging as an option,"
he said. "But it's an avenue we don't
want to travel down at this time."
Gov. Richard Celeste's press secretary. Paul Costello, said the governor
would exhaust a number of other
options before approving any prisoner
release.

Wuebbold said the current inmate has asked for money to take over
population at the state's 10 prisons is some state mental health facilities.
The overcrowding will be alleviated
about 17,795. He said an ideal population, considering the size and number somewhat later this month, when the
of the state's facilities, would be about Hocking Correctional Facility near
12,500 inmates.
Nelsonville is scheduled to open.
Wuebbold said the Hocking prison,
WUEBBOLD SAO) transfers aren't which can house up to 300 older inmates,
is to start taking inmates April
the only option available.
18.
"One of the things being looked at is
A state prison construction prothe possibility of using areas that
haven't been used before,.. .such as gram also is under way, but sites for
all of the new facilities haven't been
gymnasiums (in prisons)," he said.
Wuebbold said the department also selected.

Costly job bill poses problems

Reagan wants to reduce spending
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan intends to ask Congress to
reduce spending by about $900 million
next year to offset part of the cost of
the $4.8 billion jobs bill he signed last
month, officials said yesterday.

man, and many other GOP lawmakers believe must be cut.

Administration and congressional
officials said the president would submit the formal request next week
when he submits budget revisions for
the 1984 fiscal year that begins Oct. 1.
The disclosures came as Reagan
arranged an afternoon meeting with
Republican members of the Senate
Budget Committee to discuss his proposed 1984 tax and spending plan.
photo by/Phil Masturzo

Bushed
A new addition to the University grounds sits along East Wooster Street next to Kohl Hall.

Most of the discussion was expected
to center around the president s proposed defense budget, which Sen.
Pete Domenici, the committee chair-

Sources said Domenici used a 10day congressional vacation to develop
and submit to the White House a
revised budget blueprint calling for
defense spending increases averaging
about 7 percent after inflation for the
next five years.
THE 7 PERCENT figure is significantly above the 5 percent spending
increase Domenici favored earlier in
the year, but well below Reagan's
original proposal, which called for
about a 10 percent increase.
There were no precise estimates in
advance of the meeting of how much
Domenici's new proposal would trim
Reagan's spending request. But
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based on recent statements from administration officials, it would fall far
short of satisfying the president.
White House aides say Reagan is
ready to reduce his five-year military
budget by $8 billion to $10 billion, a
savings realized mostly by scaling
back production of the controversial
MX missile.
One congressional aide said a reduction of only $10 billion over five
years is a "little bit" insulting to
Republicans seeking more substantial reductions. Domenici, for example, is hoping to find a middle ground
between Reagan's original budget
and a blueprint adopted by the Democratic-controlled House, which approved a plan that cuts the
administration's proposal by about
$165 billion over five years.
special offer
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Celeste, hospitals reach truce over Medicaid cuts
COLUMBUS (AP) - A truce has
been declared in a legal battle between GOT. Richard Celeste's administration and hospitals over proposed
cots In Medicaid spending, officials
said yesterday.
The Ohio Department of Public
Welfare said the outof-court settlement reached with eight hospitals
and the Ohio Hospital Association will
generate at least $10 million to help
balance the state budget by June 30. It
also provides for the prompt creation
of a task force to look at immediate
and long-term solutions to hospital

reimbursements for Medicaid patients.
The administration originally
sought to cut Medicaid costs by changing the method of reimbursing hospitals for services provided. The move
was projected to save f 13.6 million by
the end of the current fiscal year.
Those steps were challenged in a
lawsuit. The hospitals said the cut
would make it more difficult for the
poor to get medical care and that the
institutions would be hurt financially.
A compromise settlement was

reached when the hospitals agreed to
spaed up 110 million in payments to
the state that otherwise would not be
due until fiscal year 19M, which starts
Jut/1.
THE AMOUNT reflects the difference between estimated costs, on
which state payments to hospitals
under Medicaid are based, and actual
expenses incurred by the facilities.
Chris Hoffman, welfare department
spokeswoman, said the settlement
gives the state the cash it was seeking

to solve this year's budget crunch.
"That's a guaranteed $10 millionwith the indication there may be more
money out there. The $13 million was
an estimate, and the $10 million is
guaranteed. We felt better going with
the firm figure," Hoffman said.
Welfare Director John Cuddy said
the agency still will implement a feefor-service system July 1 as a way to
pay for outpatient services.
"But we plan to work closely with
hospitals to develop an approach

Toledo stock firm indicted on fraud
TOLEDO (AP) - A federal grand
jury yesterday handed up a five-count
indictment charging the former managing partner ot a Toledo stock
brokerage firm with mail and wire
fraud in the company's $38 million
collapse.
Edward Wolfram, former chief officer of Bell & Beckwith, was charged
with siphoning millions for a casino
and hotel, oil operations, and cattle
and horse farms from 1978 to 1083. He
allegedly did this through six margin

accounts he oversaw on behalf of his
wife, Zula.
The 85-year-old brokerage bouse
was closed Feb. 7 after Securities and
Exchange Commission investigators
uncovered the collateral shortage.
The indictment followed nearly two
months of investigation by the FBI
into wire and mail transactions by the
firm nationwide.
It alleges that over a five-year
period, Wolfram, also securities compliance officer for the firm, used nonexistent or overvalued collateral to

back up loans made through the margin accounts.
The indictment alleges that between 1978 and this year, Wolfram
acted to defraud Bell k Beckwith's
roughly 7,100 customers by misrepresenting the value and authenticity of
the securities used as collateral.
IN ONE case, Wolfram said he put
up stock in a Japanese company
called Toto Ltd. that was worth more
than $278 million. The actual value of
the stock was about $5,000, the indict-

Hazing-

309 HIGH STREET
801 FIFTH STREET
We pay heat and Cable TV
2 Bedrooms

.. .from page one

and all black fraternities
are not alike. I think we
can blend, but not to become alike," Williamson
said. "You're always going
to have predominantly
white fraternities and
black fraternities. What
needs to be unproved is
communication.'

call

Newlove Management
352-5620

YEARS AGO, some
black greeks felt that the
Greek life Office was attempting to drive them
from the University,
according to Williamson.
"They felt like everything
was being done against
them."
Now some black greeks
suspect a double standard

ment alleges.
From 1978 through February, the
indictment says, Wolfram appropriated at least $32 million. It alleges
that the money included $14.3 million
used in the purchase and operation of
the Landmark hotel and casino com{lex in Las Vegas, Nev.; $3.1 million
or the purchase and operation of a
horse farm in Ocala, Fla.; another
$1.7 million for the operation of an oil
company in Baton Rouge, La., and
nearly $1 million for operation of
cattle ranches in Arkansas.

on hazing, according to
Williamson.
"Some of them say 'why
should we not walk in formation when others can do
it," he said. "White sororities sing and chant on the
street. I understand that is
a part of their culture. Why
is it the things black greeks
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.. .from page one
use the satellite's small steering jets
to guide the payload close to its intended orbit.
Robert Aller, NASA's program
manager for the satellite, said it carried 1,300 pounds of hydrazine, a
propellant produced by the chemical
reaction of chlorine, caustic soda and
ammonia.
"We feel that with several hundred
pounds of the hydrazine system we
can significantly correct the orbit to
be near geosynchronous," be said.
WHEN A spacecraft is 22,300 miles
high over the equator, its orbital
speed matches the spin of Earth mak-

do are made to look so
conspicuous?"
"I think there is a little
bit of a double standard,
but I think they're trying to
eliminate It," Mike
Feverston, president of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity,
said.
Black greeks should not
be forced to abandon their
cultural traditions, according to Feverston.
But if we were in garb
such as they would wear, I
think we would be caught
for hazing," he said. "I
heard it was a cultural
difference."

Pledge programs can incorporate cultural heritage without hazing, he
said. Each fraternity and
sorority has its own ritual,
a written system of tradi-
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ing to work with us."
THE SETTLEMENT will give welfare and hospital officials more time
to seek agreement on ways of capping
soaring Medicaid costs in the next two
fiscal years.
Celeste's proposed state budget sets
a goal of $125 million in savings during the biennium.

Shuttle

HAZING POLICIES are
instituted by greek life, not
white fraternities, who
also resisted some of the
stricter policies, according
to Feverston.

no ewer
appearing

^5&T

which meets our goals and is acceptable to them," Cuddy said.
Barbara Burnside, spokeswoman
for the association, said hospitals
were pleased with the agreement.
"We're very happy that the problem worked out for both of us," Burnside said. "We have said from the
beginning that we will work with them
to help them understand the problem.
John Cuddy has been very, very will-

SUMMER
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
Applications are now being taken
for Summer Employment with
BGSU Food Operations. If
interested in conference
employment, apply in person
at McDonald Dining Hall office
between 1:30 and 3:30pm
daily. If interested in University
Union Summer Employment, apply
in person at Union Food Service
Office, 2nd Floor, between the
hours of 1:00 and 3:00pm Monday
through Friday.

ing it appear to be stationary over
that spot. The term for that is geosynchronous.
"Things are going better than we
had hoped," Aller said. "We should be
able to use the spacecraft (TDRS) in a
normal fashion."
Experts had not decided when to
fire the satellite's thrusters. The hydrazine normally is used to make
minor corrections when a satellite
begins to drift from its aMlgn-d
place. Aller said the satellite had fuel
to spare and that its lifetime would
not be affected.
At the end of its incomplete rocket
burn, the satellite was tumbling. Mission control was able to stabilize and
separate the TDRS from its heavy
booster rocket before it failed altogether.

tions, which cannot be
changed without permission from the national
chapter, according to
Feverston.

react topressure," Lester
said. "They probably call
that hazing, yes, and we do
it. It's nothing we've had
trouble with so far."

"If it's ritual, it's ritual," he said. "But you can
have hazing in a ritual. If
you're going to do away
with hazing, do away with
it completely."
The black greek system
relies heavily on its traditions, according to Mike
Lester, a member of
Kappa Alpha Psi.

A few white fraternity
officers want to deprive
the black greek system of
their tradition and therefore, power, according to
Lester.

Pledges are given oral
and written tests on fraternity history, Lester said.
''We put a little pressure
on your mind, put you to a
little test to see how you

"THEY WANT to keep
them (black greeks) in
line, in place, keep them a
step below," lie said.
"Their pledge traditions
are sacred to them. The
University cries 'hazing,'
and says we should initiate
them another way. That
will destroy the whole
black fraternity image."
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University to see a new beefcake calendar
by Mark Dl Vlnccnzo
staff reporter
If it seems there's a zillion different
calendars being circulated today, that
may not be far from the truth. But
only one of these includes the photos
of 18 University "macho-types.'
Last year the "Men of BGSU" calendar, featuring 13 men, was the one
for women to buy. According to chief
producer of the calendar, Andy Howell, the calendar was a financial success, but he wanted a larger market
and a classier product.
A new calendar, "Collegiate Appeal," featuring a new crop of University studs will appear in magazine
racks, newsstands and check-out
counters by this September, Howell
said.
"It all started last year when I

couldn't find an internship in my
field," Howell, Junior marketing major, said, "so I fronted all the money
for this calendar thing - like I did
(again) this year.
"And we did real well, financially.
We sold 2,100 copies, and 1,240 was the
break-even point."
LAST YEAR, one director (Howell)
instructed and assisted nine other
students in producing the calendar.
This year, 7u students worked under
the guidance of six directors, each
performing a specific task, Howell
said.
In "Men of BGSU," 13 men modeled
for the calendar and were spread out
over 12 months, where "Collegiate
Appeal" has 18 men laid out over 16
months. One model for each month,
and two for the calendar's front

cover.
For "Collegiate Appeal," a select
group of University females who
called themselves the "Boy Scouts"
canvassed the city and University,
hunting for the best-looking men they
could find.
The field had to be narrowed down,
though - the Boy Scouts picked 140
men who they thought were worthy to
strut their stuff on a calendar page.
After several photo sessions, the
choice 18 surfaced and were weeded
out.
The number of men photographed
in the calendar is not the only change
Howell has made. In a time of increasing prices, he said he plans to
drop the price from $5.95 to $4.95 to
increase advertising revenue.

ences between last year's "Men of
BGSU" calendar and this year's "Collegiate Appeal" calendar.
• Market. Last year's calendar proEted a target market for the BowlGreen area only. The "Collegiate
Appeal" calendar is shooting tor a
much larger target market - Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and Toledo. However, the calendar only
features males from the University.
Howell said the largest college pinup-type calendar is called "Looking
Good." It is marketed to the entire
United States and features only the
men from the University of Southern
California.
• Models. "Men of BGSU" recruiters looked for the "typical, attractive
collegiate" male, where this year's
scouts went after the more "sophisticated GQ look."

THERE ARE several other differ-

But Joan McCann, junior elemen• Production. This year's calendar
will be "shrink-wrapped." It'll be tary education major, thinks that if
sealed in plastic like record albums or the calendar "looks good," it will sell.
over-sized paperback books. Howell
"I always wanted to buy the first
said this is their version of a packaging ploy.
one, but I never got around to it," Mc
Cann said, "but the cost of the calDESPITE THE changes, Howell endar wouldn't have anything to do
may have a tough selling period with buying it if it was good quality."
ahead.
And yet others thought male and
"I didn't buy the first one, and I female models would be a pleasant
probably wouldn't buy another one," change.
Gayle Stepanik, iunior management
information systems major, said,
"The last calendar was okay," Paul
"because it's so expensive - at least Eilerman, junior manufacturing mafor college students."
jor, said, "but I'd really like to see a
"There is no way I would buy one of calendar come out with Bowling
those calendars if it was wrapped in Green women."
cellophane and I couldn't see inside,"
Jean Elliott, junior marketing major,
Like last year's calendar, shots will
said. "I never buy anything if I don't be taken in both studio and outdoor
know what it consists of."
settings.

University offers three opportunities to students for study in other countries
by Mary Qlbaon
reporter
Traveling abroad is a
dream shared by people of
all ages, but the idea of
studying in a foreign country it not as well known.
The University offers three
different programs for students who wish to study
abroad; one each in
France, Spain and Austria.
"Everyone should have
the chance to be a foreigner, preferably as
young as possible," Dr.
Michael Locey, associate
professor of French and
director of the Academic
Year Abroad program in
France, said.
He added that as a student there is much more to
see and do that would not
be possible as a tourist.
The program in France
is located at the Institut
d'Etudes Francaises de

Touraine, in Tours. All instruction is in French.
While In France, students stay with host families, Locey said. He added
that the program assumes
the responsibility for finding the families and for
paving them. The student
simply pays the bursar.
STUDENTS STUDYING
in Spain through the University's AYA program
also stay with host families, according to Dr. Mercedes Junquera, director
of the program.
"We look for families
that would like to have our
students," Junquera said,
adding that most host families stay with the program
for many years.
Students learn that the
American way is not the
only way of living, Junquera said.

"They come back knowing the language and culture and also the vitality of
the people who speak that
language," she said.
She added this is something a student cannot
learn in a classroom - it
must be experienced.
"When students come
back they feel proud they
were able to do it," Junquera said.
The program is located
in Madrid. The location of
the program is very important, Junquera said, adding that Madrid is ideal
because it is close to many
points of interest.
THE PROGRAM in Madrid is in its 20th year,
Junquera said. She added
it is considered the best of
all programs abroad in
Spain in this country and

also the least expensive.
Prior to their departure
and soon after their arrival, those students going to
Madrid go through an
orientation process, Junquera said.
"We don't want to avoid
the cultural shock, but we
want them to be prepared," she said.
The AYA program in
Salzburg, Austria differs
slightly from those in
France and Spain. The students do not stay with host
families. Instead, according to Dr. Margy Gerber,
director of the AYA program in Salzburg, they
stay in dormitories at the
University of Salzburg.
"We want to integrate
them into Austrian fife,"
Gerber said. She added
that by having an Austrian
roommate the student immediately has one Aus-

trian friend who will
(hopefully) introduce him
toothers.
"We want them to learn
to see things from another
point of view; to see what it
looks like through Austrian
eyes," Gerber said.
SHE ADDED the program does everything it
can to keep those students
who go to Salzburg from
sticking together as a
group of Americans.
According to Gerber
there are certain courses
offered each semester that
are only offered for American students in the program.
"We encourage students
who have had only two
years of German to stay
within these courses, especially during the first semester" she said.
She added the whole cur-
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None of the programs is
limited to language majors
or minors, although participants will be asked to use
the different languages
throughout the programs.

She said students are
encouraged to take Austrian classes If they have
the linguistic ability, especially during their second
semester.

riculum is available to the
students, but it is fairly
demanding. "The same expectations are put on our
students as on Austrian
students," she said.
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ELSEWHERE
Troop withdrawal talks remain locked
mmmm^

V

KHALDE, Lebanon
(AP) - U.S., Lebanese and
Israeli negotiators failed to
break the deadlock in troop
withdrawal talks yesterday, and PLO chief Yasser
Arafat and Jordan's King
Hussein seemed far apart
in their negotiations.
Meanwhile, military
sources in Tel Aviv reported two bombings but
no casualties in Lebanon's
Israeli-occupied port of Sidon. The Lebanese National Resistance Front
claimed responsibility for

the attacks and claimed an
undetermined number of
Israeli soldiers were
wounded.
Beirut newspapers also
reported mounting tension
between Syrian and Israeli
forces in eastern Lebanon's Bekaa Valley,
where thousands of guerrillas fled following the
forced evacuation of PLO
forces from west Beirut in
August.
The Syrians have been in
Lebanon since snuffing out

SUMMER
RENTALS

the Moslem-Christian civil
war in 1976, and the Israelis since invading June 6
to smash the Palestine Liberation Organization.
There are several thousand PLO guerrillas still in
Syrian lines.
The latest round of withdrawal talks lasted about
three hours in Khalde's
Lebanon Beach Hotel. Lebanese spokesman Daoud
Sayegh said the deliberations concentrated on future relations between
Lebanon and Israel and on

security arrangements to
shield Israel against renewed Palestinian guerrilla attacks.
HE QUOTED Israeli
chief delegate David
Kimche as saying in an
opening statement, "We
want an early agreement
with Lebanon and I think
we are now close to it."
Kimche, director general
of Israel's Foreign Ministry, did not speak to reporters.
Sayegh did not say

Rape investigation hurt players
COLUMBUS (AP)-Ohio
State football Coach Earle
Bruce says football players called before a grand
Iury investigating an aleged rape were hurt by
the investigation. A campus organization, Women
Against Rape, says the
woman who brought the
allegation also suffered.
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A Franklin County grand
jury heard 2V4 days of testimony while looking into
allegations by a 19-yearold coed that she was
raped repeatedly in an
OSU dorm late in February.
The names of some OSU
athletes, including nine

football players, were
made public as part of the
list of witnesses called to
testify in the grand jury's
investigation. No suspects
were named.
The grand jury Monday
concluded there was insufficient evidence to support
the woman student's allegations. Since then, the
university has restarted its
administrative review of
the allegations.
"There was no rape,"
Bruce said. However, he
said, the names of some of
his players were made
public 'like some of them
were even convicted. It's

Wine is included in
the price of the meal\
all day, all night

PH. 354-3531
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YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

rapists.

WOMEN AGAINST
Rape spokeswoman Susan
Maney said the group was
not passing judgment on
the case since grand jury
testimony is secret, but
that the woman involved
has been made into a victim.
"The woman who
brought the charges has
been tried and convicted
by the community," Maney said. "Since Women
Against Rape did not conduct the investigation or sit
in on the grand jury, we
have no choice but to nope
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GREATEST RISK.

j Just one of our anniversary specials]
Don't miss this weekend's entertainment
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like they're
They're not."
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Monday - Thursday!
throughout April
>0

whether any specific out any word on an
agreement had been agreement with the Jordareached on either issue and nians on further peace
none of the negotiating moves.
team members was able to
report any breakthrough in
But both Palestinian and
the three-month-old nego- Jordanian sources emtiations. Sayegh said the phasized Arafat would be
next round of talks was returning to Amman
slated for Thursday in the shortly after a visit to Arab
Israeli border town of Ki- capitals, apparently in
ryat Shmona.
search of Saudi backing for
his talks with Hussein.
Arafat left the Jordanian
capital of Amman, meanJordan's official news
while, without endorsing agency Petra said talks
Hussein as a negotiator on between Arafat and Husthe PLO's behalf and with- sein would continue.

;

All Lost & Found articles :
including bikes must be
claimed by April 8th or
: they will be up for auction
on April 13th at the
;Charities Board Bike Auction.*
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WE'RE FIGHTING
FOR VOUR LIFE

there was not enough evidence to prosecute.
"We are not assuming
that rape did not take
place," she said. "We
don't have the information
necessary to make that
determination."
Bruce said his players
"are a little bit of victims,
too, in my estimation, by
the press. I'm concerned
about the football players
getting a fair release of
what happened."
Bruce said he realizes
the football players had to
go through the investigation so there would be no
claims of a cover-up.

New condor chick
given 50-50 chance
SAN DIEGO (AP) - A
second California condor
chick was hatched yesterday at the San Diego Zoo
and given a 50-50 chance to
survive after scientists
performed a complicated
delivery.
Named Tecuya. after a
ridge in the condor sanctuary in Ventura County
where the egg was laid
nearly two months ago, the
chick weighed about four
ounces, and was fed a special meal of chicken egg
yolks and entrails.
Tecuya's hatching followed by one day the
hatching of Sisquoc.
"It (Tecuya) is not as
strong as the other (chick)
and quite a bit smaller and
the next few days are extremely critical," Art Risser, curator of birds at the
zoo, said of Tecuya.
Earlier in the day, Sisquoc suffered a mild setback when it lost its
appetite and pep. But officials at San Diego Wild
Animal Park said later it
had made a modest
comeback by eating some
food.
The newest chick was
resting on a towel nest in
an infant isolette after getting its first bath in a stainless steel bowl filled with a
warm saline solution.
BIOLOGISTS decided to

Graduate Students and Faculty
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month
including heat and hot water. A quiet place maintained exclusively for graduate students, faculty,
and very mature undergraduates.
Undergraduates
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fall. Two bedrooms from $230 per month.
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students.

Faculty and Staff
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month.
Four months free rent. 12 month lease only.
Unquestionably the best apartment value in B.G.
Two bedrooms; bath and one-half. The new
Manville Manor is worth looking at.

Make ua an offer for your
summer apartment.
We're open from 11:00 to 7:00 Weekdays and from
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment.
Call Jon Mossey at 354-3951 or 352-2791.
Stop by our model at 755 Manville!

Noncman Real Kstati* Company
IIKcihl U M.I \ \l \N W.I Ml \l

354-3951

Once it gains strength,
the new chick will be fed
minced mice and regurgitated vulture food, its natural infant diet. Puppets
resembling adult condors
are used by birdkeepers to
administer the food to prevent attachment to humans.

Canton man sentenced
to death by electric chair
CANTON, Ohio (AP) - A
judge yesterday sentenced
a ^-year-old unemployed
meatcutter, Donald Lee
Maurer, to death in the
electric chair for the aggravated murder of a 7year-old girl who was
Maurer's neighbor.
"I think the people of the
state of Ohio, through this
jury, made it clear they
will not tolerate this kind of
brutal treatment against a
little girl," Prosecutor
James Unger said.
Visiting Judge George
McMonagle of Cuyahoga
County handed down the
sentence after a jury recommended the death penalty. He could have
reduced the jury's recom-

mendation to life in prison.
A jury of six men and six
women deliberated over
the sentence for the Massillon man for about seven
hours before recommending that he die in the electric chair.
The judge set the execution for a year from yesterday and also sentenced
Maurer to seven to 25
fears for kidnapping and
wo to five years for gross
sexual imposition. The sentences were to run concurrently.
Maurer's lawyer
planned to appeal.
Maurer showed no emotion and smiled as he
turned from the bench, but
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speed Tecuya's hatching
process after the chick
made little progress at
pecking its way out,
according to zoo spokesman Jeff Jouett.
Worried that the unmatched chick was exhausting itself and that its
food source was drying up,
scientists moved in "to improve the chick's chances
of a successful hatch,"
Jouett said.
"It has about a 50-50
chance to survive, the
same as in the wild," bird
keeper Cindi Kuehler said.
Using surgical gloves
and tweezers for the delicate operation, Kuehler
"carefully broke away
pieces of shell" to remove
the top, before turning the
shell upside down and tappine the bird free.
With that, veterinarian
Billy Karesh tied off the
yolk stalk - the equivalent
of a human's umbilical
cord - with tincture of iodine.

shouted when he saw a
reporter talk to his wife.
Hey, get the hell away
from her, OK?" he yelled.
The Stark County Common Pleas jury began deliberations one week after
convicting Maurer in the
death of 7-year-old Dawn
Marie Hendershot.
The Jury could have recommended the death penalty or life imprisonment
with no parole for 20 or 30
years.
Maurer becomes the
fifth man on Ohio's death
row.
The victim's parents
cried while seated at the
front of the courtroom.
Maurer's wife, Brenda,
sobbed at the rear of the
room.
In closing arguments at
the sentencing hearing
yesterday, Paul Mastriacovo, one of Maurer's attorneys, asked the jurors
not to base their decision
on revenge.
"I think it will haunt him
the rest of his life, however
long or short it may be,"
Mastriacovo said. "Nothing .. .will bring Dawn
back, and that's the saddest part of the history of
this case. Revenge won't
do it, the law won't do it."
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State's Valvano coaches WolfPack to title Santos could be key 1
to Betters' success
ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. (AP) - North
Carolina State Coach Jim Valvano
talks a good game, and winning the
NCAA basketball championship says
a lot.
North Carolina is Dean Smith country. But now it belongs to North Carolina State and Valvano, a glib, 375ear-old New Yorker who guided the
'olfpack to a pulsating 54-52 victory
over top-ranked Houston Monday
night for the national crown.
It was a dream come true for 16thranked State, with a 26-10 record that
makes it the losingest national champions in history.

In his third season at North Carolina State, after stops at Johns Hopkins, Bucknell and Iona, Valvano had
his first national title and State's
second, the other coming in 1974.
"You need a lot of luck in a national
tournament," Valvano said.
The luck was 6-foot-7 sophomore
Lorenzo Charles' stuff shot with one
second left after Dereck Whittenburg's desperation 27-foot shot fell
short of the basket.
But Valvano had something to do
with it, too.
He kept the score in the 50s, which
he said was the only way State could

win. His 2-3 zone defense held Houston's Phi Slama Jama offense to one
dunk, 12 less than in their 94-81 dismantlement of second-ranked Louisville in Saturday's semifinals. And
rather than front 7-foot Cougars' center Akeem Olajuwon, Valvano had
State's 6-11 Cozell McQueen stay behind him, helping shut off the swing
pass and opportunities for dunks.
In winning, Valvano outmanuevered 61-year-old Guv Lewis, who was
named Associated Press Coach of the
Year and was making his fourth trip
to the Final Four in 27 years at
Houston.

Some tactics by Lewis, seeking his
first national title, were questionable.
In the second half, Houston went
into a stall leading 40-35 with 13:30
remaining after the tall and talented
Cougars went on a 17-2 spurt to wipe
out an eight-point halftime deficit.

That was State's game, not Houston's, and Valvano said he was a little
surprised bv the move.
"It wasn't like they had four minutes to go," he said. "Maybe they
were trying to get us extended and
farther from the basket to get some
layups."

KSCJ Golden Flashes take twinbill from BG
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

If there is one person that Bowling
Green's women's softball team would
like to avoid, it would have to be Kent
State's Jackie Smolik.
After opening their season down in
Florida with a 5-4-1 record, the Falcons returned home only to come
away with a 4-0 loss and a 4-4 tie
against the Golden Flashes, and Smolik was responsible for five of Flashes
runs throughout the double-header.
KSU wasted no time getting on the
scoreboard in the first game. BG
sophomore pitcher Barb Nelson hit
Smolik with the first pitch of the game
and that was the only base runner
KSU really needed for the whole
game. A sacrifice bunt and fly ball
advanced Smolik to third before she
scored on a wild pitch by Nelson.
Another hit batsmen led to another

run for the Golden Flashes in the fifth
inning. After being Nelson's second
victim. Diana Parker advanced to
second on a sacrifice and scored on
Smolik's single. KSU's other two runs
came with one out in the seventh.
Parker walked and Sandy "Mouse"
Mauser hit a two-run home run to cap
the game's scoring.
THE FALCONS blew their only
scoring opportunity in the fourth toning by stranding runners on second
and third with one out.
Nelson only gave up two hits and
went the distance against the Golden
Flashes. Her record currently stands
at M overall and 0-1 in the Mid-American Conference
"I do not think Barb Nelson got the
support she needed," coach Sandy
Haines said. "She's been pitching well
this year but the team's intensity has
not been there to back her up."

Smolik picked up right where she
left off in the first game by opening
the second game of the twin bill with a
single. She then scored on Sharon
Marino's single after being sacrificed
to second.
The Falcons, however, refused to
give up.
With one out to the third. Julie Fritz
singled and stole second. She then
scored on Amy Wright's single.
Wright's single was her second hit of
three hits for the game.
KSU WENT back on top to the top
of the fifth when Kay Johnson reached
second on shortstop, Sandy Krebs
throwing error. Once again it was
Smolik who did it to BG by knocking
in Johnson with a single to left.
BG also had some fun in the fifth.
Fritz began BG's campaign with a
walk and wright singled her to sec-

ond. Karen Cepik then tripled both
runners home to give BG a 3-2 lead.
Cepik later scored on Kathy Fisher's
sacrifice fly for the Falcons' final
tally of the game.
KSU came back in the sixth when
Parker singled and Tammy Rea was
safe on a throwing error by Krebs,
putting both runners on second and
third. Johnson then singled in Parker
but Rea was thrown out at home by a
strong throw from leftfielder Fritz.
But it was Smolik who doubled in
Johnson to tie the game a four. The
game was called because of darkness
and remained a tie. Smolik was responsible for three of four KSU's runs.
"I'm still optimistic," said Haines.
"Kent has a very good team. They are
well coached and well disciplined. It
is just too early to begin worrying. We
have to get better intensity and believe in ourselves more."

by Keith Walthcr
sports editor

The fortunes of this year's Bowling Green men's tennis team may
lie hundreds of miles away in the
Phillipine Islands.
It is from this distant land that
BG coach Bob Gill awaits a very
improtant confirmation. If everything goes as planned, Gill will find
out that his newly-found fourth
singles player, Russell Santos, a
transfer from a university in Manilla, is indeed eligible to play this
season for the Falcons.
The problem is, when?
"It is a muggled situation," said
Gill, now to his 15th year as coach.
"In order for Russell to play, we
need to get confirmation from the
Phillipines that he did not play for
a team at that school. If that school
had a varsity tennis team that
played matches against other
schools, then he would not be eligible to play."
The Falcons are 5-4 after returning from there trip down in sunny
Florida over spring break. However, things won't be so sunny if
Santos is not eligble. If such is the
case, according to Gill, the Falcons
would have to forfeit four of their
wins.

Falcons' match against Akron.
And that, again, could hurt the
Falcons.

"If we go down without Santos it will be a tough match for us,"
Gill added. "Santos has looked
pretty good at fourth stogies. HI
will be competitive there. At third
doulbes, he has been getting results
- but not always with style. But we
can't knock his doubles play - he
has done well."
Not only Santos, but the whole
BG squad performed well on the
doubles court to the south. As a
team, BG went 18-3 overall in doubles matches.
"WE LOOK pretty good at doubles so far," Gill said. "We have
had good intensity at doubles.
When we were confined to playing
indoors this winter you play more
doubles than singles because of the
lack of courts. Our singles will
develop as we play more - I'm
pretty pleased so far with the way
we have played."

Joining Santos in singles action
will be (from number one to six):
Senior Barry Conlan, sophomore
Steve Beier, sophomore Jim Demos, Santos, junior Alan Benson,
and junior Warren Kramer.
Playing first doubles for the FalSANTOS, though a junior acade- cons will be the team of Conlan and
mically, is in his last year of eligi- Demos. At number two doubles will
bility due to the fact that he started be Beier and Benson. And Santos
school five years ago and NCAA and Kramer will hold down the
rules limit athletes to a five-year third doubles slot. Freshmen
period in which they can use their Gregg Comito and Dean Taylor
will also see action this season for
tour years of eligibility.
"We have every reason to be- the Falcons. Eric Hoecker, a top
lieve Santos' story," Gill said. "We seven player from a year ago, will
just have to get a hold of somebody be red-shirted this spring.
"We are picked to finish fifth
over there to confirm it. That is the
hard part. We have not been able to this year - like last year," Gill said.
do so thusfar."
"I think that we may be higher up
Koester was named the Most OutIn the meantime, Santos will not
that when it's all over with. It
standing Diver at the Mid-Amercian 1 be making the trip today for the than
is really too early to tell."
Conference Championship four years
in a row.

BG linksters finish fifth in field tourney Held of 20
top 24 to both events, but fell short of
his goal.
"Overall, I was pleased with Phil's
performance," BG coach Ron Zwiersaid. "At this level there is no
Koester career is over lein
margin for error. Phil didn't miss any
Bowline Green diver Phil Koester dives, but he had one dive on each
concluded his outstanding collegiate board where he scored only 5's and
career by placing 35th on the one- 6's. We had hoped he would place
meter board and 28th on the three- higher, but he was consistent ana beat
meter board at the NCAA sortie very good people."
Championships in Indianopolis, Ind.,..
Koester was competing to the
IM tennis entries due last
weekend.
NCAA's for the second time. He was
29th on the three-meter as a sophoEntries for volleyball and tennis are
now available from fraternity and KOESTER HAD hoped to make the more.
Bowline Green's men's golf team
finished fifth in the 20-team Colonel
Classic in Richmond, Ky., on April 23. The Falcons finished 23 strokes
behind tournament winner and host
Eastern Kentucky with a total of 618.
SENIOR BRAD Turner led the Falcons with a 153 total for 36 holes. The
Falcons next tournament is this Friday and Saturday at the Marshall
Invitational.

resident hall athletic chairmen, and
at the Intramural office, 201 Memorial Hall. Entries are due April 12.
Play will begin April 18.

Bender performs weii Falcon baseball squad loses

BG senior gymnast Julie Bender ran
into some strong competition in the
NCAA Northeast Regional Gymnastics Championship in Morgantown, W.
Va^ last Saturday.
• Though she scored a very respectable 34.2 in the all-around competition, Bender did not place in the top
six to any event.

Nobody has to tell Ed Platzer and his
Bowling Green hardballers that
spring break to Florida is a whole lot
more fun than playing up north.
After posting an impressive 10-1
record in the Sunshine State, the
Falcons returned home to the cold
and wet field of Detroit, yesterday,
only to be swept in a double-header,
144, 7-3.

The difference in both outings
proved to be generous amounts of
bases-on-balls issued by BG's pitching staff. In the first game the Falcons equaled UD's batting output with
nine hits as with the second contest
(five a piece), but a total of 23 walks
by BG was the nail in the coffin of its
victory hopes

Redus and Harrah lead squads to opening wins
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Cleveland
Indians Manager Mike Ferraro
quickly became a Toby Harrah fan
after watching his veteran third baseman perform to Cleveland's 8-5 season-opening victory over the Oakland
A's Monday.
"Toby is just amazing, just amaz[," Ferraro said.
t was Ferraro's first regular-season game as Cleveland's manger. He
was a coach with the Yankees last
Sear and the year before that, when
arrah began to amaze Cleveland
fans.
In the final 53 games of the strikeinterrupted 1981 season, Harrah batted .330, with 30 RBIs and seven
game-winning hits.
it year, Harrah hit safely in 40 of
Lastj
the first 42 games and flirted with a

1,

.400 batting mark. He led the league in
hitting for most of the first half. He
finished at .304, with 25 homers, 78
RBIs, 100 runs scored and 84 walks.
Monday night, in the first game of
1983, Harrah had no intention of cooltog off. He collected three singles and
a double in six trips to the plate and
scored two runs.
In his past 216 games, Harrah is
batting .313, with 248 hits, 135 runs
scored, 108 RBIs, 26 homers, 115
walks, 27 stolen bases and 14 gamewinning RBIs.
'I can't believe Toby got four hits
right out of the box," Ferraro said. "I
don't know if he was trying to do
everything in one night or what."
But the 34-year-ola Harrah said his
production in the opener was a matter
of luck.

SEND FOR OUR GUIDE TO
GOOD SUMMER READING
*7 *[ * ^

"I really haven't felt good at the
plate yet, he said. "In batting practice, I can barely hit it out of the cage.
But I have been able to go to right, so
that's what I did.
"You know, if you go out there
every day for 162 games and you're a
halfway decent athlete, everything
will start to fall in place. And we have
a lot of good athletes on this club."
Harrah dumped one single to left,
another to center and yet another to
right. His double went to right.
Harrah got a late start at spring
training because of personal problems. His father was killed to a car
accident in Ohio just two days after
Harrah's Texas home was damaged
to a fire.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Gary Redus got
into 20 games late last season for the
Cincinnati Reds - enough to convince
the National League baseball club
that he belonged in the big leagues but
not enough to tarnish his rookie status.
Redus started in left field in Monday's season opener for the Reds, and
it was Redus whom the fans went
home talking about.
He slammed into the left field wall
to make a spectacular catch in the
second toning. Later, in the sixth
inning, he slammed a ball over that
wall, near the spot of his earlier
collision.
"I expect him to do pretty much
what he did today," said Manager
Russ Nixon. "He's a mature person,
26 years old. He's ready for this."

leagues. He'd hit the ball hard every
day, into the gaps or against the wall.
"When he really gets going, it's
unbelievable. I love to watch him run.
If he gets a walk, it's like a double.
I've seen him steal second and not
have to slide."

Redus has been waiting some time
for his chance. He spent five years to
the Reds' farm system, where he was
allowed to move up one class a year
since 1978, when he batted .462 with
the Billings team.
"After Billings, a lot of people expected .400 every year," Redus said.
I know I can't hit .400 every year. I
just try to do my job. I think coming
up late last season gave me some
confidence, and I was happy to get
that experience."

After Monday's game, Redus was
the center of attention in the Reds'
locker room. Hayes watched from
across the room as writers surrounded Redus.

Pitcher Ben Hayes was a teammate
of Redus on that Billings team, and
has watched Redus as he moved up to
the Reds' system.
"He was awesome that year to
Billings," Hayes recalls. "You could
see he was going to make the big

"I'd hate to see the press put a lot of
pressure on Gary, Hayes said.
Gary's a low-key guy, and I'd hate to
see him trying too hard. You should
just expect turn to go out there and
Clay hard. If he hits .250 this year, he
its .250; if he hits .300, he hits .300."
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Up and coming

Maynard Ferguson in concert April 16
Jazz great Maynard Ferguson will
perform with his band 8 p.m. Saturday
(Apr! 16) In Kobacker Hal of me Moore
Musical Arts Center as part of a Jazz Week
concert series.

Ticket prices are $8 for students and
senior citizens and $10 for others.
Ticket can be purchased by calling
372-0171.
There also wi be other musical events
throughout the weak. Two Jazz Combos
and the Faculty Jazz Trio wil perform 8
p.m. Wednesday (April 13) in Bryan Had.
The University Lab Bands wi perform
and there also wW be a special guest
performer, 8 p.m. Thursday (April 14) In
Kobacker Hal.
Then on Friday (April 15). the Gene
Parker Quintet wi be In concert at 3:30
p.m. In the courtyard of the Music Center.
In case of rain, the concert win be moved
to Bryan Hal.
Al day Saturday (April 16) a High
School Jazz Festival wll be taking place In
the Music Center, with the Ferguson
concert that evening.
There is no admission to these events,
with the exception of the Maynard
Ferguson concert.

Royal Canadians play at birthday party
Guy Lombardo'a Royal Canadians, under the direction of Art Mooney. wM perform 7 p.m.
Saturday (April 16) in the Grand Ballroom of the Union as part of the Union's 25th silver
anniversary celebration.
Tickets for the evening are on sale In the Conference and Arrangements Office, first floor
of the Union Cost of the tickets which includes dinner Is $35 per couple and $18 for
singles. No reservations will be taken by telephone.
Al seats are reserved and wil be sold on a first-come-first-served basis. Also, a limited
number of balcony seats ■- good for the concert only ■• are on sale for $10 each.
The dinner and dance wi conclude a week of activities planned which wM also include a
ribbon cutting ceremony 2 p.m. Monday (April 11) In the Falcon's Nest of the Union. Cake
and punch will be served and entertainment wi be provided by the Men's Chorus.
Tuesday through Friday of that week, (April 11 -15) the Falcon's Nest wi be rolling back
its sandwich prices with a 1958 sandwich special each day. Other edible treats also wi be
sold and entertainment wi be provided by local campus talent each day.

Lettermen to perform
Song titles such as "Theme From A
Summer Place," "Put Your Head On My
Shoulder," "Hurt So Bad." and "ShangrNa"
can only mean one group - The
Lettermen.
And at 7 and 10 p.m. on the evening of
May 6, they wi perform In concert In
Kobacker Hal of the Moore Musical Arts
Center as part of spring semester
graduation ceremonies.
Tickets for the performance wi be sold
on a first-come-first-served basis for $10
and can be purchased by contacting the
MUetj Alumni Center.
Since 1961 when three young men
wearing letter sweaters first came to the
attention of pop music world with their
recordings of "The Way You Look
Tonight," The Lettermen have been a
sought after group worldwide.

Summer theater schedule is announced
The Huron Playhouse, Ohio's oldest continuing summer theater, wi open its 35th season
June 28.
The playhouse, operated as a non-profit educational summer theater by the Universitys
School of Speech Communication, is located in the McCormick School Audttorium on Ohio
Street in Huron.
Four plays and two musicals wi be presented by the company throughout the summer
including "The Philadelphia Story." June 18-July 2; "On Golden Pond," Jury 6-9; "My Fair
Lady." Jury 12-16; "Deathtrap,'' Jury 19-23; "You Know I Can't Hear You When the Water's
Running," Jury 26-30, and "The Apple Tree," Aug. 2-6.
Since the playhouse opened, more than 900 students from cole gee and universities across
the nation have presented more than 200 different plays and musicals
Al productions are presented in McCormick Auditorium Tuesday through Saturday at 8 p.m
The playhouse ticket office will open June 13. Tickets may also be ordered through the theater
department office, South Hal.

Concert season set
The curtain has been raised on the 1983-84 University Festival Series which opens in
October at Kobacker Had in the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Headlining the aeries wi be the Vienna Choir Boys appearing Oct. 26. The remainder of the
series features a variety of entertainment inducing pianist Murray Perahia Nov. 17; the
Worid String Quartet Feb. 13, 1984; and the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble April 11, 1984. Al
performances begin at 8 p.m.
Series subscriptions may be obtained by eating the Coeege of Musical Arts 24-hour ticket
hotline at 372-0171. Ticket prices, depending on seet location, are $27, $21, and $1S for
students, and $33, $27, and $21 for others.

Triathlon set for April 17
The fourth annual Student Rec Center Triathlon wi be held beginning noon Sunday (Apr!
17) and wi feature events including a one mle swim, a cycle race and a nine mile run.
Prizes wi be awarded at 8 p.m. at the Club Pool In individual, team and coed prediction
categories.
The cycle and running competitions wi be held on designated areas on and around
campus. Participation in the events la limited to those who have pre-reglatered, and there is
no charge for spectators.
Volunteers are needed to help out with the events. For more Information contact Kim
Woosley at 372-2711.

Green Sheet Is published by the Bowling Green State University Office of Public
Halations In cooperation with The BG News.
The last Issue of Green Sheet will be published April 11 end will cover events
occurring between April 18 through the end of the semester. The deadline to submit
information to be Hated In that issue is noon Wednesday, April U.
Ail events must be submitted In writing to the Green Sheet editor, MM
Administration Building. In the event of space Hmttatione, those events submitted at
the earliest date win be given preference.
Senior Marie Cleterino is editor; sophomore Stave Cotton is assistant editor.

Going once, going twice
More than 75 bicycles, which have been collecting In the
University's Lost and Found, wit be the featured Items at the annual
Chanties Board Bike Auction.
This year's auction la set to begin at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday April
13 in the Forum of the Student Service Building. In addition to the
bikes, a wide assortment of items, which In the past have Included
everything from bowling bats to calculators, will also be on the

auction block.
There is no admission charge, and the auction Is open to the
pubtc.
Items to be sold will be available for public viewing beginning at
2:30 p.m. The auctioneer for this year's auction is Gene Adler
■ All Items must be paid tor by cash or check, and all sale are final.
Proceeds from the auction will benefit local and national chanties.

Food, music, dancing highlight Latin week
A aeries of events, inducing musical
programs, a bilingual play, a luncheon and
athletic events are planned for Latin
Awareness Week which wi be held Sunday
through Saturday (Apr! 10-16).
Kicking off the week's events wi be a fivekilometer "Run for Friendship" at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday. Participants may register prior to the
run that day at the Union Oval which Is the
starting and ending siter?tie*njn Is'ffee and
open to al.
Also on Sunday, several Latin, Mexican
and Carribean musical groups wi be featured
from noon to 6 p.m. on the lawn west of
University Hal. In the event of rain it wi be
held in Anderson Arena.
Highlighting the week wi be a bilingual
play entitled, "r«Jos, Once A Family." Written
and performed by El Teatro Oe La Esperanza
from Santa Barbara, Calf., the play wi be
presented at 8 p.m. Monday in the Forum of
the Student Services Building.
The play follows Manuel, Lola and their
children on their move from rural Texas to
urban California in 1947, searching for a
better opportunity.
El Teatro De La Esperanza is a
professional bilingual and bteuttural Chteano
Theatre group which has gained a national

Prize-winning poet
to read from works
Poet and translator Czeslaw Mitoez.
winner of the 1980 Nobel Prize for Literature,
wi give a reading from his own poetry 4 p.m.
Tuesday (Apr! 12) In the Gish Film Theater,
Hama.
The reading is free and open to al and is
being sponsored by the Creative Writing
Program, the Cosogula Committee of the
Engftoh department, University Student
Activities and the World Student Association.

and International reputation for making
important contemporary social statements
through Its plays.
In 1978 El Teatro Oe La Esperanza was
chosen as the United States representative to
the Festival of Theatre and Open Art In
Wroclaw, Poland. This summer they wi
represent the United States at the Third Latin
American Popular Theatre Festival In New
York City.
**«* « r
A coffee hour with entertainment by Mike
Cross, a graduate student, wi be held 1 to 4
p.m. Tuesday (Apr! 12) in the International
lounge In WMams Hal.
Wednesday's events include a luncheon
and discussion with guest speakers 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Towers Inn in McDonald
Quadrangle. Arnold Torres, the key note
speaker, wi address the topic, "Latinos
Rising In the 80's."
An evening of Latin and soul music wi be
presented 9:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. Thursday

(April 14) in the Amani, Northeast Commona.
Two local groups, The Latino Connection and
Descarga International, wil be featured.
A cultural banquet with entertainment wi
be held 6:30 to 10:30 p.m. Friday (Apr! 15)
at the Wood County Senior Citizen Center,
305 Main St. Those with Invitations may
attend the banquet but the entertainment,
beginning at 8 p.m., is-free-ane' open-to ct>
- Trie-first-annual Latino Invttatlonar wi-be
held 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Saturday (Apr! 16)
at the Student Recreation Center. The Latin
Student Union wi demonstrate Its athletic
ability as members participate in thai miniOlympics and wi challenge organizations
from Ohio State University, Loraln Community
and Oberlin colleges.
Latin Awareness Week is sponsored by
the Latin Student Union, University Activities
Organization, World Student Associatlpn,
Women for Women, University Student
Activities and Student Development Program.

Students from around the world
to share customs during week
"International Understanding" la the theme for the 20th annual International Week to be held
Tuesday through Sunday (Apr! 5-10).
Sponsored by the World Student Association, al events, with the exception of the
mtemational dinner and a pizza hour, are free and open to al.
International coffee hours wi be held 1:30-4 p.m. Wednesday (April 6) m 17 Williams Hal.
Entertainment wi be provided by "Those Guys." Also on Wednesday, there wil be a Culture
Shock Forum at 4 p.m. In 17 Wmama Hal. A program on The History of Telephony and
Sound" wi be held at 6 p.m. in the Community Suite of the- Union and at 7:30 p.m. the movie,
"Enter the Dragon," starring Bruce Lee, wi be shown In 210 Math Science.
Thursday's activities include coffee hours 1:30-4 p.m. in 17 Wlaiams Hal. Slides from Peru
wi be shown. Then at 8 p.m. In the Campus Room of the Union, a program hlghlghtjng
"Europe on 84 Cents a Day" wi be presented.
On Friday, a pizza "hour" wi be held 3-5 p.m. in 17 WMams. Donation Is $1. A graduate
students' cocktail party wi be held 4-6 p.m. at St. Thomas More, 425 Thurstin.
An International dinner and fashion show wi begin at 7 p.m. Saturday at St. Aloyaius
Church, 150 S. Enterprise. Tickets are $5.50 and can onty be purchased in 16 Wmams.
The week wi close with an International soccer tournament 10 a.m. on Sunday.

Actor brings Mark Twain to life
"Man la the onty animal that blushes. Or needs to."
■Let us be thankful for the fools. But for them the restofus could not succeed."
"Truth Is the most valuable thing we have. Let us economize It."
"Nothing so needs reforming as other people's habits."
These humorous Insights and observations
about mankind and human nature are only
some of the reasons why Mark Twain Is
considered by many to be America's greatest
writer.
On Tuesday (April 12). Twain wi come to
Ife In a two-hour presentation by Bi Morse, a
28-year-old actor from Dayton. Set to begin
at 11 a.m. In the Commuter Center Casual
Lounge, the program, entitled "The Trouble
Begins at Eight: An Evening With Mark
Twain," Is free and open to the pubic.
Complete with make-up and cigar. Morse
wi have transformed his appearance from
that of a young man Into that of a 70-year-old
Twain for this two-hour presentation of fofc
philosophy and one aners.
A graduate of Wright State University,
Morse hea presented hie show at coeages
and universities throughout the east and
midwest. He hea also starred In dinner and
summer theater productions throughout
Ohio.
The program Is being sponsored by the
Commuter Center.

Volunteers needed for
summer registration
Student volunteers are needed to assist
with this summer's Pre-Registratton Program.
An annual eventoffered by the Office of
Student Organizations and New Student
Programs, the program la designed to
Introduce incoming freshmen and their
parents to the campus.
The volunteers wi work as tour guides
and greeters during the program, which this
year wi run from June 27 through July 22.
Students wi work a minimum of one hour
each day that they are scheduled, and they
wi be compensated with one meal on the day
they work.
Additional Information and application
materials can be obtained at the Offkto of
Student Organizations and New Student
Programs, 405 Student Services. The
deadane for applying la Apr! 29.

Miss Bronze Pageant set
The annual Mies Bronze Pageant wi be
held 7:30 p.m. Saturday (April 9) In the Grand
Baaroom of the Union.
Tickets for the event, which Is being
sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, are
$2 In advance and $2.50 at the door.
Advance tickets can be purchased at the Phi
Beta Sigma house or In the Union Lobby.
Proceeds wi be donated to.the March of
Oknea, The United Negro College Fund end
the Jackson Toiver Fund.
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This Week
And, Next
At BG
Wednesday

St. Thomas Mora Church. 425 Thuratln.
B06U va. Defiance Cosege Staaer Field.
Ipm-Tennle
Man's teem vs. Indlene-Purdus University Robert Keefe
Courts.

11 aj
Wood County Baptist Church. CinsOtuOnn Room. Howard Johnson s Motor ton. 1029 E. Wooetor.

Wednesday

NoonO pm - Lean Awareness Waak event
Several Leah. Msiecan, and Cerribsen musical and —,
groupa wl perform. See story elsewhere Free and open
to at Lawn wast of uVavarstty Hal.

AH IS

BOSU va University of Michigan. StoOsr FtoW

I am - OsrlisO
BOSU at Ohio Umveralty (Athene).
1-0 am - leaarnattonel Week Event
kvaxnaaonsl pbaa hours wl ba hek). Saa atory etoewhere. Admission $1. Open to at. 17 WOMms.

1-0 pm - Ckiirlnalsg Tryoata
The sarie-nhs) tiampatrfai w> bo held. Opan to of
Urftraretty students Student Rao Cantor.
S am. - Softball
BGSU st Ohio Northern University (Ada).

AgreoV»ae*tuder«'ooclctalpsrtywlbeheld Seetoory
stsswhsrs. Free and opan to si St. Thomas More
Church, 426 ThurstJn.

OvJO

'*

M*M4»K'HMiM|pMta
Vinous wonts pranowiQ vw unoMttnolno of prooesnv
•oooune*r*d by twf*)kctpQ*d pmont. FnM md optn to
■I. Otoond w*d Wrt floor*, Union-

8 am - UAO Photography Contest
Daadkha tor aubmRang picture* tor thai conteet Free
snd opan to al. UAO Offtoe. Unton.

81 Thomas Mora Church, 428 Thuratln.

4 M> - Reddln Law Oeholarshlp
Deader* tor submitting appacaaone for this $1000
scholarship. Open to el Unlveralty kmors planning to
enter the legal pfotaaaton. 263 Busln*** Admlnlstatlon.

1:10 pm - AcneaMmg Ckeb Field Trip
Group Mm for Cwene-etnol* World rtoedquertor* In
ToMo. Open to si Bets Alpha Pal and dub mambara.
Second Moor lounga, Business AOYrarttae-eton
140-4 pm - MamaUonat Waal event
Mamaonal coffee hour* wtth the musical roue. "Those
Ouya," «■ ba hakL Saa aWy alaawhara. FnM and opan
ion. iTWOJtome.
1pm-Tennis
Man'a taam at Unlvaratty ol Akron.
1 pm - softbeo
'
BGSU va. Youngetown State Unlveralty. 8tatar Flew
4 am - taternettonol Waak Event
A "CuKura Shock Forum" wl ba held. Saa alory
elss where. Free and opan to at. 17 Warm
4 am - kvtornettonel Waak Event
A program on "Tna Hknory of Tstophony and Sound" wl
ba held. Saa etory staswhsra. Free and open to at
Community SuHa. Union.
040 am - Untied Christian FaHaaraMa
Outreach meeting wl ba hek). Open to el UCF Houat.
313ThureOh.
7 p.m. - Horn* Economic* AMOCMrtton
Mssttag. Opan to at mambara. Living Center. Home

4-10p.m.-PvbfcSksttog
See 8 p.m. Wedneedsy. April 8 leaog.

Oam-MUer
A '■Welcome Back From Florida" party featuring the
band. "The Bowlers," wl ba held. Sponaorad by UAO
and PSA. Tickets $1.60 m advance. 82 at the door
Opan to al. Grand BsOroorn, Unton.

440 pm - Oeotol Juaaos CsmmHtes
Meeting. Open to el. FlrsskJe Lounge. St. Thomas More
Church. 426 Thuratln.

Opan to at. FCS

040 pm - UAO Camp as FHm
See 7 p.m. I
MkMght - UAO Cempae FOm
Saa 7 p.m. I

Saturday
Oam-OohSea 0 am. Friday. Aprl 8 toang.

7:00 pm - undergrade
Alu el Ai
Meeting. Opan to at undergraduatee
Alumni Cantor.

Osm-Tsnnls
Women's teem v* University of Clnclnnsll at the University of Toledo.

740 pm - Fslnwsnto at Christian StudaaHa
MaaOng. Opan to el. Prout Chapel.
4 am - UeJioioH.il THaatot Production
"You Know I Cant Hear You Whan the Water • Running"
wl be preeenHd. Admieelon 41 Joe E Brown Theater,

0:11 am.-S40 pm. - Braes Sympeolam
Camsa tor band directors. Mgh school and college
atodenta. snd private music teachers wl ba hakt
tveughout the day. Regtatraoon fee 86 par person.
Moore Musical Arts Cantor.
lOsm-Traek
See 10 am Friday. Aprl 8 toting.

I pm - CISJQUI Fam
"2001: A Space Odyaaay" wl ba ahown. Sponaorad by
On Engteh department Free and open to at. Otoh Fan

11 sm-i pm. - COnki tor Itondlosppsd
Opsn to al assigned volunteera "201 Hayee.

4 pm - Eirrlronmerrtal totereet Group
Meeting Open to el. 210 Hayes.

12^0-4 pm - Tetont Sohelarshlp AavJPJona
AudMona to receive a $1000 theater echotorahlp wl be
held. Must be rsutotorsd to ettend. Joe E. Brown
Theater, University Hal.
uuov ni mvnu^-t a>il«
>.,'.«

4*ao Mac*- FiaHfOlHlltu" •" a H <a mm,
Stoifcl Sl.2»w»r<aiW't.d.an^rahtol'Wtaama.
be Arena

BGSU vs. Dentoon University. Coaaga Park.

040-1040 pm - Star Oaring
Open to a* If weather permit*. Sponerxed By tie phyaic*
and astronomy departments. Root ot Ufa Sctoncee

140 pm
Men's team vs. Indiana State University Robert Keefe
Courts.

040 pm - WereMp Servtoe
Opan to at. Unlvaraty Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E.

4am-M*aa
St. Thomas Mora Church, 425 ThurstJn.

Thursday
AH7
140-4 am - toleniatlereil Waak Event
mtematonal cotfee houre, featuring sUdae from Peru, wl
be haw. See story alee where. Free and opan to at. 17

4:Npm-M*e*
St. Atoyalus Church, 150 S. Errtorprtoa.
7 pm - Was Bronze Pageant
Sponaorad by Phi Beta Sigma. Ticket* $1.76 In advance, $2.25 at the door. Open to a4. Grand Bssroom,
Unton.

$40pm-mtomsH»s1 Hililm Miiilili
MaaOng. Opan to at 300 Moeetoy

7 pm - InlorneManal Waak Event
An biaamattonsl dtoner and taahton show wl be held. See
story eteewhere. Ttokats are S6>50 and may ba purchased al 16 YVstoms. Opan to ail. SI. Atoyalus Church.
150 S. Enterprise

MaaOng. Open to el. Qleh Theater, Hama.

7 em - UAO Caatpue Flan
Sea 7 p.m. Friday. Aprl 8 listing.

7 am. - AeeoctaOen lor Oyatoais Manegement
A meeting vAtti the etocton of officer* wl be held. Open
toal. 118 Business Attovnktfration
SI. AtoyalusChurch, ISO S. Enterprise.
7:S0ajn.-M*s*
St Thomas Mora Church. 42S Thuretn
Belgium artst Andre Van Drleeeche. proteeaor of horn at
the Royal Antwerp Coneervatory of Music In Bruaaata.
wl present a horn racial. Free and opan to si. Bryan
Recital Hal. Moore Musical Art* Center.
4 am - uwiroio*., Ttiialir Praduolsi
Saa 8 p.m. Wedneeday. Aprl 0 Ming.
01 Whfto, author ot the book, "Europe on 84 Canto a
Day," wl apeak. See story stoawhara. Free and open to
al. Campus Room, Unton.
4:14 pm - UAO Campus Flan
"Duel m the Sun," starring Gregory Pack, wl ba ahown.
Free and opan to al. Gtoh Fan Theater. Henna
K*N pjn- ** tMNsM CkfftMMR •"•tjtoWojoSto
SpkOual Qrowti Group. Opan to al. 313 Thuraan.
040 pm - United Christian Film skip
BUI* study Open to al. 313 Thuraan.
040-1040 am - Star desk*
Open to al» weather permta. Sponsored by tie physics
and aatronomy deporanont*. Foot of LaVSotanooa
0 pm - German Club
Meeang. Opan to al member*. Peg**). Eeet, 440 E.

Court
thOO pm - German Ctett
A Qerman DtantraOocrt wl bs hoM. Open to al. Pans*)*
Feat, 440 E Court

Friday
*H«

4 am-(Ml
Men's teem al tna Marsha! invKaaonat. Msrehat University (HunOngton, W Va).

I pm. - Worship Otorvtoe
_
_lmlm.
Sponsored by "Unity." a rwrhdenorraneoonel RWsaOy.
ProutChapal.

4 pm. - Unhwrerty Theater Froduatien
Saa S p.m. Wedneedsy. Apr! 8 leOng

0 pjn. - Worship service
Feaawehlp of ChrtaOan Students
Houae. 128 8. Cossg*

4 am - Uatraratty Theater Pradaettoi
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Aprl 6 leeng
0-10 p-m. - PuMto Sketleg
Saa 8 p.m. Wedneeday. Apr! 8 sssng.
040 pm - UAO Campus FBm
See 7 p.m. Friday, Aprl 8 toting.
I - UAO Campus Fmn
Saa 7 p.m. Friday, Aprl 8 toong

Sunday

Monday
rVri.11

10 sm-0 pm. - UAO Spring Craft* Fetr
ExhtoKe wl be on dtoptoy for viewing snd ssle Free end
opsn to si. Brov/elng Room snd Ptcmeneds Lounge.
Unton.

0 am - Werahip Service
retawohtu of Chrtaasn Students
House. 128 8 Coaaga

t1am-lBm.-LatlnAwa
i Week Event
A luncheon and discussion on ■Utnot Paatog In Ow
00*s" wl ba haU. Saa atory stoawhsrs. Opan to al.
Towers ton, MoOonsM
11:10 eja.-Meee
8t Thomas Mora Church. 425 Tlvjralto.
Venous tow to be suoOoned wl be on dtoptoy. Saa
story ataswhsr*. Free end open to al. Forum, Student
Servtoes.

Open to at. FCS

0:44 pm - UAO Csmpes Film
See 7 p.m. atang.
. I - UAO Parang Trip
f^nKopatnli woi leM for Nvw Riv#f, w. V*. aVto nwiiTn
early Sunday (Aprt 17) evening. Ragtskatton too $00
par person Sign up In UAO Offtoe, Union.

Saturday
AH16

Osm-Ger)
See 0 e.m. Friday. Aprl 15 tosng.

140 pm
Or. Morton Fuchs of the University of Now Dame, ml
Otocuse. Erviocrtne RsgulsOon of Moequlto Reproduc4on." Frse and open to el. 112 Ufa-Science
1:04 pm - Oik* Auction
A variety of Ham*, including btcyoto*. wl ba auctioned
Saa atory alaawhara. Sponaorad by Ova Unlveralty
Charities Board. Free and open to al. Forum, Student
040 pm - united Christian Fsltowshtp
Oukoaoh meeting wl be hold. Open to al. UCF House.
313Thura0n.
740 em - AanasOag Club
A dBKusaion on "Getting Started on Placement" wl be
nek). Opan to sL Alumni SuHa, Unton.

7:10 am. - Maes
St. Atoyalus Church, 160 S. Enterprise.

740 pm - Fellowship of ChrieHan Student*
Meeting. Opan to al. Prgut Chapel.

12:30 p.m. - Geology Lecture
Chartos 8. Bertieft. praatoent and ctsaf gsotogtet of
Barttott Energy ExpkxsBon. toe., wl speak on "The
liberal Art of Geology." Free and opan to al. 70
Overman.

8 em - Jan Waak Event
The Unlveralty Jazz Comboe and the Faculty Jazz Trio
wS present a ooncert. Free and open to al. Bryan RecM
Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center

1 p-m. - Unton 25th Arumwrssry tvent
Artooon CUTOTKJ os*r#<nony wii b# hold w*th •nt#ftsiti»ti»*»rii
provided by the Unlveralty Men's Chorus. Falcon's Neat.
Unton.
I p-m.-I
BOSU st University of Totodo
1:10 pm - Gsotooy Lecture
Chartos S. BsrHett. president snd chief geologist ol
Barastt Energy Exploration, too., wS apeak on "CO and
Qea Exploration In the Overthruet Belt' Free and open to
al. 70 Overmen.
0.S0 pm - PocfayhTettoe Reeding
--. - * * u^ »»,-----, mi i i i
■ ■
i-■ - — , . ..
i erry wngni
ana Mtonsei retcrve, teecrsng
rseows
*■ Bio
Enpjtoh department, wl read from their own worka.
Sponsored by the Creative WraJrig program. Free and
opan to al. Commuter Center, Moaatoy.
~

0:00-0 pm - Inter-Varelty Christian FeHowshlp
Meeting Open to al. Alumni Room. Unton.
MaaOng- Opan to al. Assembly Room. McFal Center

7-10 am - IXF.E.
Venous programs concerning personal heehh snd fltnees
wl be held. Free end open to el. Third level mezzanine,
next to the running track. Student Rec Cantor.
T-.fi'i'i' ' -

. ihtO ilUtflLi am lu »a*/ io-

Barttott Energy Exptoraaon. kic , wl speak on "Pyremlds
snd Other Rocks of Egypt." Fro* end Opan to al 70
Overmen.
7:30 pm - German FHai
"An Extremely Impressive Exit." wHh Engtah SubflOss.
wl be shown. Sponsored by UAO and the German
deportment. Free end opan to si Otoh Film Theater.
7:30 pm - Theology Cleea
Opan to al. Unlveralty Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E.
Wooater
4 p.m. - Recital
Saxophonist Ryo Nods wl present a recital of Jspsnsss
contomporory music. Frse and open to at. Bryan Recital
Hal, Moore Muefcel Arts Center.
0 pm - Latin A*
The bangual play. "lOjos, Once a Femty," wl be
presented. See story slssshsrs. Free snd opan to el.
Forum. Student Services.

Tuesday
AH 12
tn$am
St. Aloysiue Church, 150 S. Enterprise
10:30 s.m.-140pm. -I
Paying 16 cento.par pound tor al stomlnum cane.
Sponsored by the Envkonmenta! totsreat Group Forum.
Student Service*
-

4 p.m. - Campus Film
"Vnse Blood" wl be shown. Sponaorad by sto Engssh
department Free and opan to -J Gtoh FOm Theater.

Osm-Teento
Women's team va Central Michigan University at 1st
State University (Muncto. tod.).
0 sm-S40 p.m. - Js
A Ugh School Jazz FesOvsl taaturtog area Mgh school
band* wl b* held Free and opan to al KWsacker Hel
Moore Musical Arts Canter.
10 am - Track
Woman's teem at the Cental Ivachigan Tourrvament
Central Michigan Unlveralty (Ml. Ptaaaant).
10 s.m.-4 p.m. - Rugby
BOSU at the MM American Conference Tourrvament
Kent State University
Itsm-aortbeN
See 3 p.m. Friday. Aprl 15 sating.
11 sm-040 pm. - LaOta i
The "Lasho kulatoiwl," a nahMywailua featuring the
Latn Student Union va. utuanUaOuns from various
ooaagaa, wl be hakt. Saa atory etoswhare. Free and
opan to at. Student Rec Cantor.
Noon - unton 2Mb Annlvsrasry Event
A luncheon for el past and present UAO rnembers aat ba
held Grand Bssroom. Unton
1am-Tree*
Seel p.m. Friday. Aprt 16

Sam-Envta
1*1 totereet Group
Meeting. Open to sf. 210 Hayee.

B£UV at university of Totodo.

840-1040 pm - Mar Gazing
Open to el If weather permits Sponaorad by the phyaic*
and aatronomy departments Roof of Ufa-8ctonoaa.

1-4 am- Cheerieedk
The Uriel ccmpeWton wl be'held. Open to el Untveraty
students. Student Rec Cantor.

0-10 pm - Public Kujttog
Sea 8 p.m. Wedneedsy. Aprl 8 tattog.
04Tpm - Worship Sendee
Open to al. University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E.

7am-Unton 26th Amivarsary Event
A dtoner end donee Maturing "Guy Lombardo'e PtoyaJ
Censdtons" *• be held See story staswhsra. Tickets
$35 per couple snd $18 for stogtoe. Grand Betroom.
Unton.
7 pm -UAO
Saa 7 p.m. Friday, Aprl 15

Thursday
AH*
10 am-4 pm - UAO Spring Craft. Fatr
SeelO.m. Wedneedsy, Apr* 13 tating
144 p.m. - toteraekonel Refcto
. MaaOng. Opan to el. 300 Moastoy

Jazz great Maynerd Fergueon and rva band wl perform
See story stoewhsra Ttaketo $8 students. $10 other*
Kobacker Hel, Moors Musical Arts Cantor
0-10 pm - Public atoning
See 8 p.m. Wedneedsy. Aprl 8 asOng.
HI Belli* "~ ataaMftg) QBMBW
"Spring Flng' is ths theme tor ttv* dene* Seoneoredby
tie Unlveralty 4-H Club Admtoston $1.78. Fonjm,

The eccourttng honor society«
banquet Open to at members end gusato who have paid
the $10 registration tea. Ftverby Hfas Country Club.
Weterbury.

t:44 p-m. - UAO Cempue Fam
Sea 7 p.m. Friday, Aprt iStashg.

OJftOpm-Neikjatara
Meeang Open
t
Otoh Theetor, Henns
- mtoal.
Qtot

Sunday

8 pm - Jazz Weak Event
The Unlveralty Jazz Leb Bands wl present a concert.
Free and open to el Kobacker Hat Moore Musical Art*
Cantor.

AH <7

0:14 em - UAO Csmpes Fmn
"Anethon wl be ihown. Free snd open to al Gtoh F*n
Theater, Henne.

0:44, 11 am - Worship Service*
St. Mark'* Lutheran Church, 315 S. Cosege

040 em - united ChrlstiM Feltowehip
Spiritual Growth Group Open to al. 313 Thuraan.
848-1040 pm - Star Qazaag
Open to al II weather permit*. Bponeored by the physics
end astronomy departments. Roof of Ufe-Sotoncaa.
0 pm - German Club
MaaOng. Opan to at member*. Pagan's East. 440 E.

Court
0:30 em - German Cmb

4.101
SI Atoyetua Church, ISO S. Ensarpriaa.

Osm-Ootf
Women's teem at the Purdue Spring Clsillc. Purdue
Unlveralty (West Lafayette, kid.).
Ism-Ox*
Sss 9 am Friday, Aprl 15 tattog.
040 am - Worship I states
Cherts Community. Proul Chspel.
040,11 am. - Worship Servtoee
First United Mathodtot Church. 1608 E. Wo Qatar.

A Oarmsn StamnOsch wl be hek). Opan to al Pages!*
East. 440 E Court.

040 am, 0 pm - Worship e^ratoe
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise

040 pm-l am - Lathi Awereneee Weak Event
UOn and soul music from two local groupa wl be
preeentod See story stoawhara. Free and open to at.
Northeast Commons.

10 am - Worship Sentoe
First Freobytorian Church. 128 S. Church.

Friday

10om.-8pm-reif|by
See 10 am Saturday. Aprl 18 ssang.

10-11 am - Worship Service
Unked Christian Fstowslap Chapel. 313 Thurstm

0.10 am. Noon - Mae*
St AtoyekJS Church. 150 S. Enterprie..

11 em-Ma
Bl Morse, a graduate of Wright SMa University. wOl
portray Mark Twain «i the program. "The Trouble Begin*
At Eight: An Evening WOh Mark Twain." Saa story
stoswhere. Free and open to al. Commuter Cantor,
Moaatoy

Oam-Ooa
Men's teem st toe Kepler Invkaeonel Ohio State Unrversay (Cokjmbusl

1040 am - WorsMp Service
I Lutheran Church. 1028 W. Peer!

048,11 am - Worship Service
St Marks Lutheran Church, 316 8. Cosege

1140 em-1
St. Thomas Mora Church, 426 Thuraan.

0:14 am. - atoea
St. Atoyalus Churoh, 150 S Enterprise.

1040 am - Worship Service
Cven to M student* Unfcwaxy Lutheran Chspel 1124
E Wooetor

Oam-Teanto
Woraan'staemvs.St.Mary'st^yisoeatntoLVilvereltyof
Totodo.

BGSU vs. Soginow Vsssy State Cosege. Staler Field

tgam-0 pm - UAO Ojartog Crarto FatSee 10 am. WsdnssOay. Aprl 13 toang.

AH 10

Charai Cornmunlty. Prout Chapel.
04S, 11 am - Worship Service
Ftat United MeaVxftot Church. 1508 E. Wooater
140 am. 0 pm - Worship I ^
Grace BreOvan Church. 121 S. Enterprise
10 em
An snajTejfftNOfM tooow tournojfnojnl wti bos htMd ftMturonQ
torn Iram turmunOnQ ooiaoM. S$M atory muvtm*
Fn># mo op$sn to •■.
10 am - Worship Servtoe
Fiat Freebytorten Church, 128 3. Church
10-11 am - Worship Service
Unied Chrtoaen Fesowshlp Chspel, 313 ThurstJn
10,11:14 am, 1:14 em-I
St Thomas More Church. 426 Thuratln.
1040 am - Latin Awereneee Waak avsnt
A Ova Uometar "Run tar FrlanrJarOp" wS be haW. See
story staswhsra Free and opan to al. nsuJstiaOun at toe
Union Oval.

■ Weak
1-4 pm - Lean Asa
Coffee hours, with musical snswstoment by jiaduali
student Male Cross, wl ba hekt Baa atory stoawhsrs.
Free and open to al. wtoiTaatonal Lounge. Watoms
14fro pm - Hearing Impaired AmsiioM
Program advice from Ron* WeB. graduate anslsfit. For
educeaon rnatora only. 424 Educaeon

AH 15

4 em - Poetry Wndtol
Czeetow Maou. post and tranetotor, wtonar ol the 19SO
Nobel Prize tor storaturs. wfl reed from his own worka
See atory eleewhere. Sponsored by the Craaava Wnatog
Program Free and open toal Otoh Fl
Opm.-l
Herbert Spencer, ilnrlill prclsiacr In to* Cosege ol
Musical AM. Belgium srttot Andre Van Dflisschl. end
Engssh srHstFrenk Uoyd, wlpreaant a rvjmreoltol. Free
and open to al. Bryan RecM Hal, Moore Musical Arts
Cantor.
0 pm. - Mud! mi tar Ananato
Mo sang. Opan to el. 102 Henna.

St. Atoyalus Church. 150 S Enterprise.

840-1040 pm - Star OJO»JM
Op*ntoM»wesa^srpatiiato8ponaorodby
■no wmnjnomy amprnTTwrm. num or UN e*o«nC4M.

lOsm-Tmok
Man's and Woman's toarns at the "Dogwood Relays."
Universe* ol Tun
(KnoirvOW)

1040 am - Werahto faervtoe
Open to at student* uWveralty Lutheran Chapel 1124
E Wooator

0:30 a-m. - Chrtaltaa Oekmae C
Meeang. Opan to al Fort Room. Unton

11,11:14 am, 1:14 em-Meee
St. Thomas Mora Church. 425 Thuraan.

11am
Wood County Bapttt Church. ConsOajOon Room, Howard jolv^eon's Motor Inn. 1830 E. Wooatar.

1zJ0p.ai.-sto**
tt. Tromaa More Church. 425 Thuratln
1am-Treek
Man's team at the "Kentucky Relays." UnrveraHy of
Kentucky (Uxington).
BOSU at Univsrslty ol Totodo

24M p.m. - Hearing I
akmtAaM
Program advice from Patriot* QrtffUh. apaoW education
Inakuctar. For educeaon makva only 424 Educeaon

1040 am - Worship Oervtoe
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 W. Pearl

onoam-l

0-10 pm
Sao 8 p.m. Wednesday. Aprl 8 laOng.

BS8U vs. Unlveralty of Dayton. Steasr Field.

4 p.m. - Kble Study Wood County Baptist Church. ConeWuOon Room. Howsrd Johnsons Motor Inn, 1830 E Wooetor
-

0-10 pm - Public Skating
See S p.m. Wodneadsy. Apr! 8 lesng

740 em-Mess
St. Aloystos Church, IMS Entorprte*

1:30-4:40 p.m. - Public Okatmg
Saa 8 p.m. Wsdneedsy. Aprl 8 toting

7 am - UAO Campue Fern
"Haiders of tna Loet Ark," etarrtng Harrison Ford, wl ba
ahown. S1.60 vmTi BGSU 1.0. Mam Audnortum, UnrverHtyHel.

7:»0 em - hrternettenal Weak Event
The movie "Enter the Dragon." Marring Bruce Lee. wl
ba ahown. See atory elsewhere. Free and opan to at.
210Math-Sclence.
Lobby. Meat

$ pm - Concert
The University FhlwrmorVa. the Colsgtato Chorale, snd
A CappaOs Choir wl combine to present too annual
Orchestra Choral Concert Free and opan to al Kobaoksr Hal. Moore Musics) Al* Cantor.

8 UL — Concert
The unverarty Concert Bend I wl
Free end open lo el. Kobacker Hel. Moore Musical Arts

1 pm - SortoaN
BGSU at tto Eastern Michigan Tournament Eastern
Mcrsgsn University (Ypsaantl)
lam-Tanraa
Women's team at Bel State UrtversNy (Munoto. tod).
UK pm - Jazz Weak Event
The Gene Parker van Quartet wl present s concert
Free end opan to at Courtyard, Moore Musical Arts
Career.

AoayAarteralpaatandprassraiJraonsmptorasswIbs
hakt. Grand BaaVoom, Union

Event* Inokidhg s on* ma* swkn. a cycle rsos and a ntoa
ml* run wl be hekt. Prizes wtl be awarded to the
catogorlee of Individual, Ham, and coed psdsjtMii. See
etory etaawhsra. Opan to al who have isujataisil and
frse to M spectators Student Roc Centsr
148 pm! - aakaaa Cfceb
Matohaa wa be held. Aipwaaton S1.2S. Opan to si.
Bring a partner or one can ba arranged Onto Sue*.
Union.
»30 pm - Claim
The Unlveralty Gospel Choir end epsota) (junta. "The
Thompson Saners." ml perform. Ticket* SI to advenoe.
$1.50 st Ota door f%to Urvtod Methods*. Church. 1608
E.I
4 em - Btole Sutoy
Wood County Baptet Church. Ci nsOkjOoii Room. Howsrd Johnson's Motor ton. 1030 E. Wooator
4 pm - Worehip Service
Sponaorad by "Unay." a non-da
Prout Chspel

aaanal

040-1040 pm - Lasto Aware* ess Was* Event
A cukural banquet wkh wttorkatonent wl ba hakt. See
atory stoawhsri. Open to si tooee watt tovtaattan*.
Oawtalsv^iiMgkitigatep.m eifreeendopantoat.
Wood County Senior Citizen Cantor. 305 Mam SL

4 pja. - Concert
The IJntoaraty Brass Choirs vnt prinnl a concert Free
and open to at. Koaackar Hal. Moore Musical Ano
Cantor.

7 em - UAO Campee Fam
The World Accordtog to Ctorp." starring Robin VVOtoms.
wlbeshown. S1.o0w»MBUI.0 2lOMstrHfctonos.

040 pm - SeoW Javjfaoa CoaaaaJeso
MseOng Open to at. FireeiO* Lounge. St. Thames More
Churoh, 426 Thurstm.
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Van Morrison album artistic breakthrough
by Fats Miller

VAN MORRISON — Inarticulate
Speech Of The Heart (Warner Bros.)
If Van Morrison has simply recoiled
from the competitive commercial
maelstrom then Inarticulate Speech
would appear as more than an alternate solution. Much more.
Yet citing his track record, one
spiced with periods of brilliance and
constant change, albeit laced with
inconsistency, this LP is a striking
artistic breakthrough. Continuing in
the vein of Morrison's recent output.
the listener is treated to a fertile
soundscape, encompassing binding
emotion rather than fleeting sentimentality. It is a meditative collection of peaceful moods, and ranks
among Morrison's finest work.
Recorded in Northern California,
Ixmdon and Dublin, much of the record is colored by lush keyboards,
floating sax solos and delicately
strummed guitars, all recorded with
sympathetic clarity. Morrison's
heartfelt vocals glide right along with
the musical backing, never pushed
too far to the fore.
Further, four of Speech's 11 tracks
are instrumentals, whose allure suffers little from the lack of vocals, and
are able vehicles for Morrison's impressive production and arranging

skills. "Connswater" Is a particularly
effective traditional Irish tune, modernized with synthesizers, yet balanced by Uileann pipes and low flute.
Inarticulate Speech Of The Heart
could be the soundtrack to a profound
love story, uplifting yet reflective.
After so many years of making music
within the confines of the volatile
music industry, it seems Van Morrison has found a sense of peaceful
solitude. That he is able to transfer
this poetic tranquility in such musically inspiring terms just serves as
further tribute.

Me" and "The Man Mountain," the
latter two enticing in their psychedelic ambience.
This, along with the band's freespirited, illusionary lyricism and Annabella's versatile crooning remind
one of the beach party films and acid
ballrooms of the 60s. An odd analysis
for these very 80s-ish new wavers?
That again, depends on the listener's
frame of mind.
Thankfully, Chapman has not
overly exerted his influence in steering Bow Wow Wow toward the commercial mainstream. Rather, he's
effectively captured another step in
the band's easily evident maturation,
leaving nearly all of their raucouslygroomed pedigree intact.

BOW WOW WOW — When The Going
Gets Tough The Tough Get Going
(RCA)

Python does manage to capture the
essence of his humor, though, most
notably his off-beat impressions
(Richard Simmons at the Alamo,
Jack Nicholson doing Hamlet, Elmer
Fudd singing Bruce Springsteen and
Scottish racing commentator Jackie
Stewart) and on-target social commentary.
Williams tackles a number of political topics, including conservation.
U.S. foreign policy and the Falkland
Islands' skirmish ("If there's no oil
there then those people were fighting
for sheep!").
Social issues covered include racial
and economic stereotypes, drug use
("Cocaine is God's way of saying
you're making too much money"),
alcoholism ("If alcohol is a crutch
then Jack Daniels is a wheelchair")
and of course sex ("Puberty is when
nature says 'shake hands with Mr.
Happy'").

ROBIN WILLIAMS - Throbbing Python Of Love (PolyGram)

Producer Mike Chapman has worked
wonders with a number of female
vocalists (Pat Benatar, Blondie's
Debbie Harry, Suzi Quatro) and on
Bow Wow Wow's fourth LP he waves
his magic wand over 17-year-old Eurasian temptress Annabella Lwin and
her band of ex-Ants.
The African Burundi-influenced
drumming still dominates most of
their material here, and can be both
invigorating and irritating, depending
on the listener's disposition. Yet the
best songs on this LP are those which
are exceptions to the band's rhythmic
mold, "Lonesome Tonight," "Love

Robin Williams rode the crest of a
prime time television extra-terrestrial named Mork to comedy stardom.
In fact, the show became a mere
vehicle for Williams' often improvised antics.
Throbbing Python Of Love is his
second comedy album and, like Reality, What A Concept, is simply a live
recording of his stand-up routine.
Unfortunately, anyone who has seen
Williams perform knows that much of
his appeal is visual.

Many people claim even the best
comedy records are only good for a
few spins. Python lacks the depth and
ingenuity of Reality, and the mania of
Williams' best material, including the
visual components. Nevertheless,
throwing this on your turntable provides a great change of pace and is a
must for fans of comedy, as Williams
remains one of the most gifted performers now expanding the genre.

NICK LOWE — The Abominable
Showman (Columbia)
Nick Lowe and his various related
projects (Rockpile, Elvis Costello,
Pretenders) have always been long on
style, well supported by their substance. This LP finds Lowe, while
stylistically intact, a little shaky on
the latter premise.
The trend-setting "Nick The Knife"
(a recent moniker culled from the
title of his last LP sounds more the
eurneyman here ("Nutso Nicko"),
otting through clever ("Time
Wounds All Heels," "For Every
Woman Who Ever Made A Fool Of A
Man There's A Woman Made A Man
Of A Fool") and even catchy ditties
which easily lack the bite and tunef ullness of his past achievements. This is
in spite of some interesting musical
moments ("Mess Around With Love,"
"Chicken And Feathers") courtesy of
Lowe's band, Noise To Go, which
enlists keyboardist Paul Carrack (author of Squeeze's hit "Tempted") and
ex-Rumour guitarist Martin Belmont.
This is an enjoyable record despite
its flaws. Maybe r1he Basher's" reputation and past credits have lent expectations to be too high to discount
the sentiments of the LP's title as
being indicative of the contents
within.
RICHARD BARONE & JAMES MAS-

TRO — Nuts And Bolts (Passport)
As guitarists and vocalists, Barone
and Mastro are better known in pop
music circles as driving forces in the
critically lauded Bongos, a rock band
from Hoboken, N.J., you're likely to
hear a lot about in the next few years.
Nuts And Bolts, though, is a side
project that demands recognition
right along side the group's best efforts. Influences heard here range
from Bowie to the Byrds, the Beatles
and the Everly Brothers too. It's a
stripped-down approach, where
acoustic guitars mesh with electric.
combined with various effects and
solidified by Mitch Easter's drumming. The duo's vocal efforts - their
ranee and sense of experimentation further highlight most of the 11 numbers.
The sound they present isn't quite
as dense as that of the Bongos, yet no
less compelling. The material is more
Krsonal and introspective than their
ingos compositions, a primary motive for this project.
Let's hope the abundance of imagination and musicality heard on Nuts
And Bolts is incorporated into the
framework of the highly anticipated
major label release of the Bongos'
second LP. This record is a must for
Bongos fans, yet its appeal stretches
well beyond.

EPA awards $1.7 million for cleanup of hazardous waste site
HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) - A $1.7
million contract for final cleanup of
the Chem-Dyne Corp. hazardous
waste site was awarded Tuesday to
the O.H. Materials Co. of Findlay. An
environmental official said he expected the cleanup to begin within a
month.
The dump site is called one of the
worst in the nation by the U.S. Envi-

APRIL 7TH
I.F.C ALL-STAR B—BALL
SMS PM ANDERSON ARENA
DON'T ataSt THE ACTION

CLASSIFIEDS
Computerized

CAMPUS /CITY EVENTS

typr/rg

exper., 5 pgs. t pg

0"

April 6. 1963

campus,

resume same

day service Al resumes
request

Peimn' on disc

papers on
2-3343

REMINDER NOW Is lite time to sign
up tor Student Teaching In any
marc tor Fall. 1M3 In the GREATER

CLEVELAND AREA (east Of wall
suburbs), the LORAIN/ELYRIA
AREA or the FIRELANDS AREA.
Room 444, College ot Education.
SALES ClU* MEETING
Thurs , Apr 7th. 7 00 pm
ALUMNI SUITE
SPEAKER: GREG JACKSON FROM
Century Marketing Corporate

TAXES TAXES TAXES
Roster Tax A Accounting Service
|3hort form $8 Long lorm $ 1 5 a ucj
Professional Preparation
Reasonable Rates
1007 N Man. BG
352-4340
Al your typvtg needs
proless-onaly done
352-4017

THERE WILL BE A WOMEN IN
COMMUNICATIONS INC MEETING
WEO APRIL 6. 1883 IN THE CAPI
TAL ROOM Of THE UNION
17 WtsVama Hal -featuring THOSE
GUYS"
4 p m. CULTURE SHOCK FORUM
with open discussion m 17 VVOrams

• p.m. Speaker - Ken Barter THE
HISTORY OF TELELPHONY AND
SOUND'* m the Community Suite

Mufflers rrretaeed-low aa $1985
Wei meet or beet any written estimate Don't pay more"' Cal 3541278 lor FREE estimate1 BG Muffler
Center 11055 Bowing Green Rd
TUCKER TYPING
Papers 75' dip Resumes
Appecenrjn letters St 50 to set up.
50- ee aOdmonal original
Nancy 352-0808

TUTOHrNOBeaic Math. Algebra. Engash and needing Cal after 8pm
874-3348
Former teacher w4 type your paper
50"*pg Overnight on short pepers it
necessary Cal Mrs. Foots 6682579 day or evorvng

BETA
BETA
BETA
BETA

USG-" VOTE ■•use
BAIRD FOR PRESIDENT
WASHBUSH FOR VICE-PRES.
USO"VOTE"USO
BETA
BETA
BETA
BETA

500
500
500
500

nappy
happy
happy
happy

hours
hours
hours
hours

true
thra
this
trwa

Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday

Bete
Beta
Beta
Beta

CengrsHrAsUone TIM O'SULLIVAN A
SUE COLEMAN on your engagement. We wish you many
happy yeers ahead. The Brothers ot
Peru Teu Delta.
DROP OFF LAUNDRY SERVICE
AVAILABLE AT THE WASH HOUSE
250 N MAW

hours thra
hours this
hours this
hours thra

USG--VOTE"USG
BAIRD FOR PRESIDENT
WASHBUSH FOR VICE—PRES.
USO"vOTE"USO
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Come In Scheck out our new spring
stylet Jeans N' Things
511 RtdgoSt.

Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday

SOS
$00
$00
500

Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday

April
April
April
April

tth
9th
tth
tth

•Paddy Murphy'
Paddy had a great time m Florida He
MM he had the best bme partying
with some people from B G.! He's
heaping North and hopes to be in
BG soon

OZ Spring Pledges Old you go honing over break? Your tugs are out
there some where.

Beta 500
BetaSOO
Beta 500
Beta 500

happy
happy
happy
happy

■MEM
Buy a baeoon rattle from your lavorite
DZ today Basoons .1 be let oft to
commence the Beta 600 at noon rise
Saturday

NEXT-TO—NEW SHOP
Clothing S housewares priced low
Open Tues 10 4pm s Frl 1-7pm
St Abysms School 2nd floor
•Paddy Murphy•
Sources say Paddy kt heeded North.
to 'CANADA'! He sex) he would try
to stop by BG on the way to the
"Cenedkin Brow-out."

Cathy Michael • Congratulations
on your engagement to Mile! You
deserve to be so happy i
Much Love Always - Anne

PETE BAHNER
AND GARY SIMON
FOR
U.S.O. PRES/VICE PRES.

Vow
Vote
Vote
Vote

Beta 500
Beta 500
BetaSOO
Beta 500

ALL Lost « Found articles
Including bikes must be clslmed
by April nth or they win bo
up tor auction on April 13th
at the Charities Board
BIKE AUCTION

FREEZE NUCLEAR WEAPONS
NOW!" T-ehrrt Send $9 95. s/irWx
Antes Rl 2 Bo« 536 Hkasboro OR
87123

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT
KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY
70S S. MAIN

Happy Hour-Holiday Inn
Everyday, al day MTV
Every Night. All Night

BETA
BETA
BETA
BETA

$00
500
$00
SCO

Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturdey

April
April
April
AprH

Beta
Beta
Beta
Bete

Queen
Queen
Queen
Queen

Union
Union
Union
Union

Foyer
Foyer
Foyer
Foyer

T-tMaRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
CALL JIM 151-7011

WANTED
F rmta 83-84
Hart house, dean & qutel, own bdrm
Very reaaonabls rent Gred student
pre! Leigh. 364-3060 after 5 00pm
Babysitter in BG lor 7 t 10 yr old in
my home 6 30 pm-1 00 am Mon-Fn
Provide own trans Ph 352-5688 or
362-8813.

USG"VOTE"USG
DAIRD FOR PRESIDENT
WASHBUSH FOR VICE-PRES.
USG"VOTE"USG
Vote Beta Queen Union Foyer
Vote Beta Queen Union Foyer
Vote Beta Queen Union Foyer
Vote Beta Queen Union Foyer

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
APRIL 13. 1883

Betasoo Bats 500
Beta 500 Beta 500
Beta 500 Beta 500
Beta 500 Beta 500

500
500
500
500

N.Y., were known to have submitted
lower bids than O.H. Materials Co.
The highest bid submitted was by
Rollins Environmental Services Inc.
of Bridgeport, N.J., for $2.5 million.
Robert Haitian, director of media
services at EPA Region V headquarters in Chicago, said the Findlay firm
was chosen because it submitted the
lowest bid that met all specifications.
He said the contract can be ad-

Luann Heytnfc. You are doing a greet
«* aa Standards Chairman Keep up
the good work OZ Love. Your sisters.

PERSONAL

740 p.m. Movie - "ENTER THE
DRAGON" atamng Bruce Lee in 210
MaltvSoonco

SERVICES OFFERED

identified chemicals and 150,000 gallons of liquid in bulk tanks.
Some 100 companies have agreed to
pay |2.4 million toward the cleanup
cost, and lawsuits are pending in U.S.
District Court in Cincinnati against
more than 100 companies that have
refused to pay.
Two companies - Aqua Tech Inc. of
Port Washington, Wis., and Sevenson
Construction Corp. of Niagara Falls,

ronmental Protection Agency.
Money for the cleanup will come
from the EPA "Superfund," which
was set aside for such cleanups, said
Rep. Thomas Kindness, R Ohio, who
announced the awarding of the contract by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.
Seven companies submitted bids for
the cleanup work, which includes
removing about 8,600 barrels of un-

BUI
tth
tth
tth

The Gamma Phi's would like to
thank everyone who entered our
Bowling Tournament. Congratulations to DZ's. ATO'a 1 The Sigma
Nu Lit Slaaes who cams In Ural

Need a F rmta lor FALL 83-8471 am
sitereated in a 2 or 3 rm apt 'house
For more kilo cal COLLECT 2165240057 alter 5 00 p.m

HELP WANTED
BOYS CAMP - Counselor Poerhons
lor Program Spscaatate; Baeebal.
Baakatbal. Canoeing, Seeing. Street
Hockey. Swimming. Tame and Watefslumg Arts and Crafts. Photography, Computer Science
Woodworking Send detail, references - Joe Kruger. Camp Mah-KeeNac. 20 Aeon Court. South Orange.
NJ 0707B

justed depending on whether the
cleanup involves more or less quantities of hazardous wastes than expected.
Haitian said, "I would expect
they'll be on the site cleaning up
within a month."
The government's estimate of the
cost of cleaning up the dumpsite was
$1.9 million. It will recover the
cleanup cost from firms responsible

CRUISE JOBS' S14-S2S.OO0 Carribean, Hawaii. yWorrd. Cal lor Guide.
Dneclory. NHSweretter 1 918-7221111 Exl BowrOreen

835 4th St. Firm., kj . 2 bdrm . bath
A s half, disposal, gas heal > AC Al
uH Incsjd except ease 352-7464
porore 12 30
|_

Heelfh Club Anenaarrl Utopia Healh
Cklb 1000 WoorJviss Rd Milbury.
Oh Rl 61 Apply In person 11-2 No
oxp neceaarary.
M-A'S'HISOVER
and ai 2 mos. so Is the 82-83 school
year. Do you have a eisrarier rob yet?
Netionel company has several positions aval, lor BG students If you're
harcNvorking & don't rrartd travel, aend
a serl-eooresaed env. & phone # to
P.O. Box 103, BO OH 43402

VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
Two 2 bdrm apts aval for Fal >
Surnmer Lg. tying rm.. kitchen, ceramic bath, air cond A laundry lacil
CM 362-2858 for appt only

Reporlrrr'Photcigrapher Irrrmed. lul
time opening Car, camera e rasxalion required Sports A rjarkroorn
heiplul Cal or write Jim Ruaael.
The Times. Wrfcrd OH 44890
|419| 933-2031.
luafeatn PROGRAM STAFF
to lead program tor girls HI Toledo
Musi be 16 or over a tw« exp. In
supervising. cjOTHjuctlng a program &
working with 9 to 15 yr olds Fare
wfc pt time position Send to Blade
Bon 1.545 lor apple Applications
accepted unW 4/25)83
CRUISE SHIP JOBSI S14-S28.000
Cambean. Hawan. Work) Cal lor
Guide Directory, Newsletter 1916
722 1111 E«t Bowlrng Green
Did your Easter Break turn Into a
summer work headache? Earn
$286 00 per week mat summer Cal
352-7482
Valuable Summer Eicrjertence! Coonsetor rrrjeltspm open, independenl
svtng program lor gets with primary
draaberty ot mental retardebon Cal
2 I 6 692 201 8 or wrtte INDEP. Inc ,
487 Catan Rd . Richmond Hta . Ohio
44143.

-

D-'l O- viill

OWNED A MANAGED BY BEST
WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
Offering unique services A laclllUea. 15 yrs. of courteous depend■ We management. Call Tom et 352
4171 or ISHBOfl.

Nice 2 bdrm hae A 1 bdrm apt lor
summer subte Close to Campus Cal
352-2871 01354-2229

SUMMER RENTALS
Houses t Apia Close To
Campus 1-287-3341
824 SIXTH: FREE HEAT. WATER A
SEWER 2 bdrm turn Uuridry rm in
buarjrng Special rates tor groups of
3 Cal reawtove Managemenl 3526620

!■- UP
11 b« *t*.C Oi ■fdtff.dty.
to l.X a.i
'or [■piOl'tr ScnffOuiff, [tMf.$kHt, Gv.tra
!. AgarrtClf.. -Tit, Grid.:i« ro'.-. s:.«•>; j.-.ic*: inlKlnf.
<tv»«#*i :.o.
•MutrtC. Sif" lie '0'
M i*.a on n-rioir. -am ». 're* •,;(,. e.». 19 C.J0 p.i. In if* FQrur.
r*Q-' ltd.
*. 'Jftv *|$T BE TWUCO IN Ft* F.-C* I-.TF.avIt. G* C.tRFlOH »CV SCHtBAC.

;..■. u '^BURC: •.■. .h# ;.wt of n«n ue. stutMnt 1.3. *.%t M ortitfutd. t\o*$ »ith ■ COP.
. fOiir CrtMAtHl rO« 'or tier, tntcrvl*- 0' owtr'lo** you lOtfC-lf. Out1 Ifltd C.rvflid.tts i-e
".-;:t >.■:-:•: ;-« .:et*ru :**,'••>. mjc. .m. «r«-*-Ji« tutti rtzsmtc by tnf wlo/tri
•:-.t; it.:.,
-m -no eo not r»tt t«t.e tqwirtwn-.j trill no; t* init'>it>M. Only ptrr^r■/-: <ti»ot*:s [U,$. eltlltni) |rt cot.-dete unltis «*•»*.M i'-lc*lM. Tht nuP**' i« | I
'-;■:*:•! '.is r^r-n- 3f i;h«dule> rcqytttH by tht rrrc'oytr.

.':

»CiA":

i. Mi --»;t
$>'t»>S 6-tCi. OH

(-19-83
:■ ?0-83

LtMiWHlr/Wr-": **y * yr. o>9- Or Mgnt~.
M*y. Au-J. Crte*. (1) I, datt; 6 slots M:'

--£ HUKTIKTOJI MT.QWll. IAIK
•o'tdc, »*

4-20-83

HfiKT. TUNEC: 9/Acct.
1P Coll. of 8t... Mm-

L

l/tlCCt.. •»«.

Kiy Srtdi. (1) .

1-16-63

Fin., or othtr- ■•Jor
rliy. Aug. Grids (']

s-IC-U

irUCIAIt mOWA-V All asjori. fay. At*a.
mes, 11) 10 slot!.

-a'ESIM ir.C-JSTRIES
KlMflfltfa OH

1-21-81

SALES: l/lt Mkt.. Hi/ Craei. (0 12 stetl.

II. S. K*¥T
SOhliflO. firttri. OK

l-JI-l)

conn, otriuts: i/ceti. of ins. AS... CM...
Car*. Sci.. Af.-0-SMCt/Eltc. Tec*,, Ki-.n.
Pnyvcl. Sunns. Irf-HirJ.. Kir. *«*■ C-rrdi.
11) 11 llotl.
SALES REPr B/rll eilori. Kly, Aug. Crass. (1)
11 I'm. SALES «KT. KniWrlaT: WA 111
SSjOrt. Kir. *.?. GriOl. (!) 11 llotl.

KIT.W0UT.N U'C IKUUWt CO.
3<ytM. OH

»j>'$ AlBCUFT CflP»»f
V Stov*. C*

1-1 Ml

NOTICE: ElCk cindlait* Mill Interview for I
Mil "eur, -,rt*- rt-IMtrvtrr- ss ies'1. silt rot.

.OrwriEio HILLS SCOOL!
: soefislo Hlllt. IK

"- -SVILLE El. ULLAM SCH00.S
■'■■
vllle, OH

AO'ICE:

LA : :o-*.-- sewtxs
rittvnvi.H. OH

1.18-ei

Dill C'lneia tr0- ^orttflty. Ap'11 11 to '-:«April li. Pint* eontlra your Isllrvlnr.
for. LlHSl Se*-/ErencH cosljo P'lf.. Sti .
Kstll 6oyt PE.-tlltH; E/-3; No Ell*. ErJjC..
Hay, Auo. IPSCI. (1) 12 llotl.

NOTICE,

<-u-ei

CHea.; r-iyllei; Eirth Scl.i Kith ICots-tin :
IrtscP. Soin.. Llll". Osrsen. Inc., **/, AHV
.rill. ID 14 llotl.
L.E.K.; Ctsmi PH/llcli L.O.; HS Ess.; Elsr.
£«.. UK., "ay. Aao. Orldl. ID IS ■lets'.

'-19-11

Set. Corsrs., Frtnen; Soir . LC|
EHA: Hay IrUI. 12) I llotl llch.

ELD C!T. SC-0OIS
in. OH

1-19-sl

tm. LD'60; Hit"i Scl.i E"|.i Elte. EC.
Dec.. May, Aw;. Oradi. (1) 10 iloti.

C:TI SC-;:.S

s-lt-JJ

Pnyllci, Clf . KstH. OeC., K|,, AHQ. jraoi.

• :" -on™ c:n
A*. r>

SCHOOLS

... OH
SIEEWlLLS-rOSEST »«» ::•' SOLS.
Clnclr.r.f.1. OH

1-20-11

;i) i2 iiou.
Any Mjor. Dae.. Kay, Auf. G'ici
aa. icnedula.

(1) 9 llotl

OAABCE Clf SCHOOL 0!S-5ICI
-Woe. »ui. OH

TO IE ANNOUNCEC.

35E0O* CI" MLIC SCHOXS
C-sgon. OV.

EMt I ». Crav. Gen. Scl. : SoascH Ihavapy,
HaUl.i E"9.; Catirs, Kay. Aug. S'aai '.2)
12 llotl aa. icnadula.

.«3AL:A K'-LEI C:K SC-JOLS
lirMillt. OH

Sac. EIH).: Ssc. Katn H/Ccrsi.'.ari or Sac. Ka-.r
■ 'Coramtrri ana Garaan bac'omo.. Ha,, Au*.
Crarn. (I) 12 i on

ELVSIA C!T» SCHOOLS
JlVfll, OH

Art. Sal It.. Hath. for. or Init. Htn1c; Elsr
Eo.: lirtac. At-. Tr-j ; all srec. Eo. a.caol
Ssa.c»/Haa.. inar.. OK,, re,, a— 6rMl. |r
II Hon.

Ifjjtjaj
rCLItl ;U "10 COKSOUDATCD
:•'■ mo. 'i

<-IS-r>!

"4ALLEN :«3EPE«EKT SCHOOLS
KtAllen, II

llacaeant Sorvlcsi "111 nsvo aOOItlonll Inurvlavrt icrac'irrS Hay It are Kay 19.
Horn i-ror^ation >lll be mnouncao in tna K NEHS at *. oacoae avM-t e' :Nsif
icnooli tmt tcHeSila aatad)

21 Love
23 A Queen's
subjects
24 OueetUned
25 Civilian allirsa
2S British birds
31 Actress Burstyn
32 Town on Baranol
Island
33 Yorkshire river
34 wall support
35 Fraces
36 Pique
37 Sandy's lavorite
expression
36 Giving parson
39 Musical "huehr
40 Shades ol
orange
42 Revel opus
43 Ireland
peraonllied
44 Pass Quickly
48 French
47
50
St
54

impressionist
Kind of harp
October drinks
I
Ptth

at'
56 Small case
87"
Ride
58 Jagged
58 Title for a

228 S COLLEGE FREE HEAT.
WATER. SEWER 1 bdrm turn dose
to campus Individual entry ways
Laundry room on premises Cal New
love Management 352 5620
Newty redecorated downstairs. 2
bdrm for surnmer Only $300 A low
utaelee. arJ|aoant campus 354 1753
725 NINTH BRAND NEW BUILDING
1 bdrm , carpeted, an cond . InoMdual entry ways Cal Newtove Menagement 352-6820

OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE

CARTY RENTALS
Houses- Apartments -Rooms
9 12 month leeees Summer Rentals
Al near Campus 362-7366

ACROSS
l Flabbergasted

DOWN
1 Leap across
2 Sparks
3
St Vincent
Millay

4
5
6
7
•

Letdown
Cornflowers
Encumbrsncea
Wed specially
Primary school

9 Reminder of the
peat
10 Spring event
11 Cme-alxteenth ol
a pint
12 Toreador's quarry
13 Exposed
18 Cell material
22 Pod plant
24 More relevant
25 Tablelands
26 Too-100
27 Any condition
26 Storage cylinders
29 Morewrong30
32
35
36
38
$•
41

Quarrel
Medicine! herb
Heavenly even!
deckers
German numeral
Lmen
"
the
Snowman
42 Shlrtwalet
44 Hatrabrtce
46 Ouclgeon
48 Literary nom de
plume
47 Mod hairstyle
48 Dramatic
beginning
49 Nerve: Prefix
52 Scend country
53 She. m Frsnklurt

Prtiratety rjwrrad apartments A house
Southwest reerdentiai aree$175-250 00 Ph 353-3855
Now renting for 83-84 school year
Houses and apartments Boggs Real
Estate 352-9467. 352 3841. 3541120

CAMPUS MANOR APTS. Behind
Oeiler's Apts. for 2,3,4 persons. I
172 or 12 mo. lease. Summer rate
S47S for entire summer session.
Model open dally 11-4 352-9302 or
HI-TMt orrrsrtawfie.

FOR SALE

5 "
House"
10 Smell
salomanders
14 How Hevere
travelled
15 Ich
dicr,
16 Century plent
17 kind of n
19
lire
20 Outstanding

3 bdrm turn house for 5-6 people
Cal 363-8481 from 8-6 Mon Fn

FREE months rent on our tuffy furnished studio apartments' Completely ouiei and private. Plenty of
storage. Ful kitchen and bathroom
We wrtte our leases lo frl your needs
Good location Close to restaurants
and stores CHARING CROSS APTS.
1017 8. Mewl SL $52-0510.

:

■USIKSSES *WC 0WASIWTI0I.5
CC.-OJUT.O*

309 HIGH FREE HEAT. WATER.
SEWER A CABLE TV Close to campus 2 bdrm fum . laundry rm In
bulrWvg (orey 1 apt left) Cal Newtove
Management 352-5620

PARTY ROOM AVAJLBLE
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
US HWH ST.: HM37S

2 bdrm turn apt
newty turn A carpet
362-2863

,>-;so\

Summer rental
Furn A urrfurn houses
Beloiences required_353-3856_

Duplex Aprs pertaaly lum
Urihes perd Aval May 201 Aug 1
Cal 362-5309

FOR RENT

•Ntl-I.IIO '-

801 FIFTH FREE HEAT. WATER.
SEWER 1 CABLE TV 2 bdrm turn
Newly waapapered. Laundry room m
txirkNng Special rales for groups of
3 Cal Newtove Managemenl 352
5620

Fum 2 bdrm 4 student house 1
block from campus 352-7454 belore 12 30

IBM typewriter Fast $300 00 352
4860

».'■■ 18, 1983
"^.*<5.,. *e*'i ». V tht 'o"o.U5 itW.W

Furn . 3 or 4 bdrm house, school
yr or yr lease Aval June or Aug.
352 7454 before 12 30

825 SIXTH HOUSE. 3 bdrm . retnodlfed Doc 82 New bath i
lOlchen. Air Cond Cal Newtove Mansgement 362 5620
APARTMENTS 2 BEDROOM
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
FREE HEAT 4 CABLE TV
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM
LEASES: SUMMER 1 FALL

2 sVjatM. moMe home with waeher/dryer, stove A relng., 2 storage
sheds INVEST A get something tor
YOUR MONEY. Aflordable 354
1994

PLACEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

for generating or transporting the
waste, under terms of a deal negotiated by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
The contract awarded O.H. Materials is for removing the liquid waste in
barrels and bulk tanks, and does not
include further action if studies this
year determine that the soil and
groundwater around the site are contaminated.

2- 1 bdrm aemi turn apts. aval for
summer A Fal $200 mo mckjoes
Ufa 2 t*s from campus Cal 3526686 after B pm.
1 bdrm apt FREE UT1L
2 beta west ol campus
Ph. 352-7756 after 6pm
2 bdrm apts , 9 mo leases tor 4 at
$110 era tor 3 al $120 ea. for 2 at
$150 ee Aleo 1 bdrm apis Al near
Campus 352-7365
Now renting lor summer Two bedroom, turn apt water, cable t v pard
tor A/C. parking lot, laundry lacilmes
$400. for the summer. $250 'or
rrhcrterterm Cal 352-7182
2 bdrm.. clean and quiet, fal semestea 4 girts 352-6040 alter 6.

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
tit Stale - Neat to Sam B's
ae display ad In today's BG New

BAER RENTALS
VOTED B G S» 1 LANDLORD
2 BDRM APTS -1/2 B* 2 BQSU
SUMMER AND FALL LEASES
362-4671 and 352-1800

1 Bdrm. Unturniehed Apt.
LHshweaher. Storage, and Pool
Aval. Now and Fal 362-2276

Lower duplex lor 4. Summer A Fal
Upper duplex for 3. Summer A Fal
352-0839

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

